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in all cases ineffective means for increasing eMp)404,
opportuiiiies for targeted individuals. (KC)
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,PREFATORY NOTE

This,is the third report in a series that foouses on the implementation

of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) authorized by the Revenue Act of

. 1978. The first report presented ,a basic map of TJTC experience in twenty-

five locations as of roughly --June 30, 1980. The second report updated this

basic hap on the basis of develOpments through the end of October 1480, and

began to ,asseis. TJTC's utility as a labor market intervention by describing

and explaining employer response to the tax credit. A brief suppleMentary

memorandum was written in November 1980 on the implementation and experience

of the WIN Tax Credit in the same'twenty-five locations, and the relationship

between WIN and TJTC. Another supplementary survey summarized TJTC's' status

or
in fifteen locations as of roughly February 1981. This, the third full

report, draws from the findings inprevilobs repOrts and memoranda as well as

field research and consultations _in February and March 1981. It maps TJTC's

implementation structure in detail, describes the evoluticon of this structure,

assesses the effects of implementation on performance, and examines TJTC's

24
ability to, alter employer hiring, firing, and retention decisions. A final .

report is ,planned for late 1981. J.

This project is supported by a grant (24-39-79-01) from.the Office of

Program Evaluation of the Employment and Training Administration of the U.S.
.

Department of Labor and.by resources of the Mersh*Center.of Ohio State

ti441sity. The research is conducted by members of The Ohio State University

CETA Study (Director: Randall B. Ripley; Associate Director: Grace A. D

Franklin;, Project Associates: Donald C. BauMe (Smith, College), David S.
ti

Ford (Rutgers University), Jeffrey E. Golon,'Marshall R. GoodmanI:pebra S.

.Gross-SidlOw, William J. Lydon (Mathematica,Policy Research), Anton 'O.
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MiChael G. O'Loughlin (Salisbury State College), Patrick E. Shields,.,Lance M.

Smith, William. C. Strangfeld, Carl E. Van Horn (Eagleton Institute, Rutgers

University), and Richard.L. Wright; (Support Staff: Scott A. Reuter). Primary

responsibility for drafting this report rested with Smith. with major inputs

from Wright and the Project Director. The Project Director takes final re-:

sponsibility'for the contents of the,report.

The Director, Astociate Director, and Project Associates are doing con-
'

tinuing field work in twenty-five Prime Sponsorship alas *td the 17 states
. , /e_, .

''

i'n which they are located throughout the'United States. Some discussions are

.

also held from time to time with representatives of national governmental, .

,

and private organizations.in Washington, D.C.

We are grateful to many individuals in our twenty-five sites, individuals

in state Employment- ,Servile offices, many DOL employees, administrators in

many of the several TJTC vouchering agenci , employers.knowleflgeaNe about

the tax credit, executives in private firms that assisting employers in.
..- ,

: .

taking advantage of the tax credit, and 'representatives of a variety of
. q

0

Washington-based national organizations. Many have participated in- ldng

.
. ..

diScusssions with us. Others have provided various kinds of essential data. .

1
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

-iv

This report summarizes some of the most important features of the
implementation and pefformance bf the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) as
observed between July 1980 and March1981in twenty-five arias throughout
the United States. The report concludes that TJTC has not been implemented
by the deliVery system and utilized by employers in the way intended by its
designers, but that it would be premature to draw from this that targeted
emplbyment tax credits are in all cases ineffective means for increasing
employment opportunities for targeted individual'.

_A. Patterns of IMplementation and Performance

Basic findings

. 1. TJTC's design ,envisions a performance pat4rn of self-marketing byl
vouchered individuals, and "new" TJTC hires by employers. However, this
performance pattern has not occurred.

2. Many Employment Service offices and CETA Prime Sponsors are skeptical
of TJTC and reluctant to use it extensively as a placement tool.

.
. r

3. Most employers are participating in TJTC through retroactive certifi-
cations, of their cur'ent employees rather than by making "new" T,ITC hires.

, .
'i

. The Evolution of Performance N., . c' 4

1.

.

4. Over time, votkhering activity and employer participation in TJTC
have been increasing, and fJTC has been achieving the certification goals set
for it by policy makers. The FY1980 goal of 250,000 certifications was reached
in June 1980. As of December 31-, 1980, almost 800,000 vodEhers and 410,000
certifications had been issued since the beginning of the program. .-

.

5. Changes in TJTC performance in our sites since October 1980'have been
modest but gendrally reflect lower interest and activity on the part of imple-

) .menting agencies and.organizations,as well as reduced resources. Marketing

71'

for TJTC has been reduced or eliminated in abou half the sites, and Employment
Service voucherinlhas dropped in about bne thi d of the sites.

6. In the sites included in this study; vouchering and marketing by the
delivery system are declining in part because9employersihave continued to
p ticipate in TJTC primarily byway of retroactive certifications, which do
not improve the placement rates of the vouchering agencies. However,.national ,-

data show that-vouchering has increased steadily,.and.coptinues to increase, '-

for theflationas a whole.
.

I Delivery System Topography 1r %
_. -

, .-
7:- The delivery system for TJTC ,Can be'best characterized as one ofrandom

entrepreneurship, in the sense that some agencies in some sites are implementing
the program aggressively, some weakly, and some almost not, at all. ',

lo
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8. The majority of Employment Service offices in our sites are voucher-

.ing TJTC eligibles only when there is a high likelihood of plabement, or when

either employers or cliepts request a voucher. 'The voucherinq strategies of

CETA Prjene Sponsors are divided evenly between blanket vouchering, selective

vouchering; and focusing on retroactive certifications.

%9. Four typies of organizations have been most 'active in marketing TJTC

to'employers: Private Industry Councils, pr'ivate .firms assisting employers

in obtaining certifications, National Alliance of Business ,(NAB) metros,

and state and local Employment Services offices.

Employer` Response

10. Of the approximately 300,000 certifications issued between March 1979

and, the end of FY1980, about 150,000 were f9r students in cooperative edgcatipn

programs. It is estimated that, of the remaining certifications, 95,0.00 were

retroactive, and 55,000 were "neW" TJTC hires. There is some evidence to

indicate _that about half of the latter certifications involved at least a

marginal alterition in employer hiring praFtices.

11. Most of the empliver4 participating in TJTC normally hire from TJTC

target groups and have significant numbers of TJTC eligibles already, in their

labor force% The biggest users of TJTC appear to be the major hotel, fast

food', grocery, and retail sales chains.

--Types of Participants Served

. 12: Seventy percent bf TJTC vouchers and almost ninety percent of TJTC ,

certifications have been for the two youth target groups,--economically dis-

. advantaged youth, and students in cooperative education programs.

13. The most active vouchering agencies are the .,lisloyment Service, CETA

Prime Sponsors, and cooperative education agencies, h over 90% of all

vouchers being issued by. these three agencies.

14. There has been little variation over time in either tote types of

clients served by TJTC, or the distribution of vouchering and certification

activity, across the designated vouchering agencies./

15. There is sop evidence to suggest,that in many cases, becagse of

client resistance, TUTC vouchers are not being us d by TJTC eligible clients to

whom they have been issued as, a tool to'develop

tw. B. Assessment and Explanation of TJTC Performance

Barriers to a More Positive -Employer Response 6

1. Many employers believe that the savings from TJTC are not large

enough -to make it profitable for them to 1 1 e from TJTC target groups. In the

employers' view, the tax-savings are outweighed by the revenues lost from the

lower productivity' of TJTC eligibles.

I
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2. Fear.of involvement'with the government is the single most important
reason why many employers refuse to participate i-4-IJTCveven by way of retro-

.

actWe 'certifications.

3. It is very difficult for employers to alter their hiring practices
so as to take advaqtage .of TJTC. Employers fear thjt screening job'appli-
cants for TJTC eligibility may be a Violation of fair hiring laws, employers
do not want to Commit personnel time to such screening, and often they simply
do not want their decisions inflUenced by a tax credit.

Barrier's" to More Effective Implementation

4. Many.of the vouchering agencies are reluctant to implement TJTC be.
cause they believe that the small number-of certifications being obtained
da not warrant the staff time required to voucher participants and market the
tax credit.

vi

5. The large number of agencies involved in TJTC make coardinati,n
difficult to achieve. 'The uncoordinated nature of theTJTC delivery system
leads to a reduced.sense of responsibility for TJTC on the part of the various
vouchering agencies, and to a lack of uhiformity'inithe vouchering forms and
procedures employers face when4they decide to participate in TJTC.

6. Personnel in the vouchering Agencies at the organizational level'
where vouchering and job development are done have not been given strong
incentives for Aggressively implementing TJTC.

Effects of Implementation on Performance

7. TJTC has been achieving"thexertifitation goals set for it by policy
makers at the national level. TJTC certifications exceeded the planned 250,000
level for FY1980 by over 50,000. The goal for,FY1981 is 300,000 certifications
and the performance in the first quarter of FY81 suggests this Oaf will b
achieved also unless there is a Ognificant change in employer utilizatio
the tax &edit.

8. Weak implementation of TJTC has hurt TJTC's performance% but-it
cannot be concluded that expanded effort by the delivery System
could raise T3TC performance to sletantial levels of "new" TJTC hires. Even
in those sites where implementation was' quite strong, retroactive certifications
were nevertheless a large proportion of the'certifications issued.

9. The posture taken,by local Employment Service offces toward retro-.
active certifications affects the level of retroactive certifications they
issue. Achievement of certification goals appears to require either active
marketing of retroactive certifications, or at least willingness_to respond
to employer requests for them.

1p, The most successful vouchering strategy, in term of being able to
achteve a, relatively low level of r9troactive eertifiCations and yet a rela-
tively high level of certification goal achievement, is vouchering all TJTC
eligibles so that they can use the voucher during job search. Performance is
also improved in this sense if.TJTC is integrated into other program and
placement activities.

4
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11. TJTC performance is affected by the types of groups Involved in market-
ing and implementing it in a locality.

12. Those sites that used a number qf approaches to market TJTC Were more
successful in achieving certification goals than those sites that used no
approaches /Or only a few approaches. The. most effective approaches, in terms
of generating certifications, appear to be those that involve direct contact,
with empIbyers or accountants rather than mass media.

13. The percentage 9f certifications that are retroactive is relatively
high, and the level of certificatioh goal achievement is relatively low, in
those sites where unemployment is either very low or very high.'

C. 'Implications \

4

. ,

1, Because TJTC has not produced its expected pattern of delivery and
employer utilization-- ';elf- marketing by vouchered 'clients, and "new" TJTC
hires by employers--conclusions'cannot be reached about whether this per-
formance pattern would produce its desired impact of improving target group
employment.

2. Alone, adjustments in either the delivery system or the tax credit't
design Are unlikely to produce the desired pattern of delivery and employer ..

utilization. 4

,_ -
. - ""

. 3. The desired pattern'of performance might befpi'bduced by both eliminat-
ing the retroactive certification option,and targeting TJTC administrative .

funds for use in promotirig self-marketing by vouchered TJTC participants. Eig

there is no guarantee that the desired pattern of delivery and employer partici-
pation, even if,it were adlieved, would yield the desired impact of increased
employment opportunities for tpe target groups?

40. o
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. NATURE OF THE

This re ort,summarizes some of the most important. features of the implemen-

tation

, .

and pe formance of the Targeted Jobs.Zax Credit ,(TJTC) as observed be-

tween July 1980 anOarch)'981 in twenty-five areas throughout the United States.

The report is not intended to present twenty-five case studies of TJTC, nor will

, -
specific'examples from all twenty-five sites be used. Rather, the.locus is on

identification of patterns commOn to a number of sites, particularly the roles

i
.

. , .

of different agencies in TJTC's implementation, reasons for employer utilize-

tion and non-utilization of the credit, the effects of the, credit on'Amployel'

hiring and firing practices, and variations in TJTC±s_implemeatation and.re-

sults across sites.

The data on which this report is 6ased'come from a variety of sources and

provide a number of different vantage points from which to view TJTC: the

,

assumptions and expectations of its designers; the goals of its(implementers;

and the perceptions and response of the empldyers that do,and 6 not use it.

Because the resources, of .this project are necessarily limited and because

local experience varies widely, observations on different pOints vary in their:-
A,

precision and scope.

Six major sources of data were, used:

1. Th-elMost detailed and reliable data come from a number of open-ended

personal discussions conduscted by the project staff with TJTC implementers in

the Employment Service and ETA Prime Sponsorships in the twenty-five sites.

Generally, these discussion were with ent and operaltions staff involved

directly with TJTC" ementation at the ppi t of contact'with employers and

s .

, TJTC target groups. ever, because the 17 state Employment Service offices



)

inwhich our 2 localities are set are important, T.KC managers in all 17

offices were a so interviewed.

2. Our{ ethe Fall 1980 field work, d scussioris wererConduaedat each
..

site with one or more employers that were knowledgeable about TJTC and had

either taken dvantaga of the 'tax .credit, pr, hadiritentiOnally avoided in-

volvement w ith it. A total of 47 employers were contacted, or roughly two 4'

per site. Note, however, that employers weil selected for consultation on
4

the basis.of TJTC Uplementers' recommenqi+ins, and thus:the set of employer

discussions ''in no way constitutes either a random; sample or a systematic

survey of employer views. .The discusiions with emplArssimply po-rovide

some additional information that, when combined with other data, support

some general observations about TJTC's effects.giT'.

'2*

3. Additional information about, employegviews on the ''ax credit was

obtained from.several surveys conducted by other research organizations. One

such survey was undertaken in'1979by the Offi0 of Program Evaluation of the

EmQ16yment and Training Administtation. 'It consisted.of aScussions--; mostly

telephone conversations, with 133 employers (spread across 8 different DOI.
. -

}legions), aboUt half of whom were familiar with TJTC bUt we';'itnot taking.

advantage of it, and about half of whom had actuajly hired TJTC vouchere

clients or had had their employees certified retroactively.- Second, the

California Employment Development Department provided us with its survey of

employers on the state's Employer

EsilluprIv7pArdivm:sroirlyy dtroc:ermAinteowere interviewed ttahleiorf,v6i2e0wse:lpfloTYJeTrC:

4. Discussions were condUcted with executives from seiteral 'privat4 for- ,

prpfit ffirms that are assisting employers in,screenipg their, employeei,for

eligibility for retroactive certifiOations. Such firms were contacted in

Texas, Ohio; and Pennsylvania.

0 12
1



5. On a selectebasis discussions were conducted with agencies

-
serving ex-offenders, cooperative education studerlts, and handicapped per-

.

sons. The purpose of these contacts was to determine the implementation

strategies of these agencies and their experiences in using the credit for

target groups not being served at 'high levels by the EMployment Service and

&IA Prime Sponsors. Generally, only those-agencies that evidenced a .

significant level_of TJTC voUchering.actiJity were contacted, and hgnce,

again, this set ofdiscussions in no way constitutes a systematic survey of

the activities and experiences of the vouchering agencies in question. Over-
,

.,1 a11,'36'individirals in these other voucherinagenOes were contacted, or
.

about.1 per site.
4

-,

N. ' . '

6. Where they were available', standard quantitativ data on the'number- ,,

.
.

' of vouchtrs and certifications issued in our sites,-"ando the characteristics
r$,L,

of participants served, were obtaine5,from state and local Employment Service
.

.

offices. Local
.

Employment Service offices also provided eitimates of the
4

percentage of their certifications that are retroactive, and the types of

employers in their areas that are taking advantage of TJTC. The U.5.

Employment-Service provided di wither standard TJTC quantitktive.data aggre-
0

gated by DOL Regions and for the nation as a whole at several points in
.

time. However, we haVe discovered-that quantitative information'on vouchers

and certifications is not very detailed, is handled somewhaf\diherently

in each loCality and each state, and provides only a rough profile of what

sTJTCisin many ways a data-poow program, and the state_of

quantitative data refTats this situation vividly.

Although nopsof these kinds of data by themselves provAlde definitive

answers to questions about TJTC's implementation and results, taken together

13



they give a fairly comprehensive view of what TJTC is producing,, support

some explanAions% and raise doubts about other possible explanations.

The' field Ark in the twenty -five sites on which this report is based

took place at three_points in time. The first round of field work was

.conducted between April and'late June f98Q and developed a topographical
_ .

map of.tt)e agencies involved in TJTC1s.implementation. The second round of

field work took place between late August and late October 1980.\ At that

time research was expanded to include discussions with employers familiar

TJTC a's Well as Employment Service administrators-famili*ar with the

WIN TA Credit, so that it was possible to compare the WIN and TJTC

4

experiendes and begin explOping why employers do and do not take adianta'ge
- 1

of the latter. The third round of field work was conducted between
.

, -
.,

, February and late March 1981. Lt updated findings from previous field work V
.

u
and explored in more detail the client response to TJTC and the effects 0

TJTC's pendin§ expiration (December 1981) on employer participation. During
k

4

each round of field work,.between 4 and,24 interviews were conducted,

depending on the complexity of the local TJTC-operation, the level of TJTC
,..

activity by the other vouc ering agenciei mentioned above, and the re-

sponsiveness of employers lamiliar with or using the, tax credit.

t.
This study of TJTC is being conducted simultane sly with a study of the

CETA PrivatOector Initlativ,es Program (PSIP). ,latter study began in the

Winter c4 1979, and the sites chosen at that time now compose the sample of .

sites for both the TJTC and PSIP studies. (Although the addition of the TJTC

compbnent to the existing SIP study is economically and logistically efficient:d, .

it does present some drawbacks such as our finability'to'ilave pre-selected sites
. .4

14--0
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that Auld represent a variety of approaches to and experience with TqTC.)

The sites were selected forthe purpose of producing a group that possessed

several kinds of diversity: geographical spread, types of Prime Sponsor-
,

ships, some that were PSIP demonstration sites beginning in the Summer.of

1978 and some that were not, site of program, type of labor market, and

ethnic mix.

Table 1 lists the sites and indicates the type of prime sponiiirship

areas present and the Federal region in which each is located. N
° Thais report is divided into four sections.

.

This, .the first section,

concludes with a short overview of TJTC, a discussion of the differences

between tax credits and employment and training progams, and a summary of

some of. the assumptions rd expedtations underlying the design of TJTC and

the system delivering eligible participants and forms to.- employers that
4--

want to take advantage of it. Section II describes TJTC's implementation

and petformance, both of which depart widely'from many people's expectations.

Section III assesses the effects of variations in' TJTC's implementation

on its pefformance in the twenty-five sites included in this study, and

provides explanations of why TJTC does not 'appear to be producing the're-
.

sults expected of it. Section V contains some concluding thoughts.,

,-

B. TjTC:OVERVIEW

The Target4d Jobs Tax Credit.is part of the Revenue Act of 1gned

into law November 6% 1978. It replaces the New Jobs Tax Credit and the re-

lated Vocational Rehabflitat4pn,Tax Credit.thet expired on December 31, 19.78.

The primary difference between the-New Jobs Tax Credit and TJTC is that' the

former credit sought to-provida.Wvate sector employers with an incentive

to expand total employment while the lattet' primarily aims at increasing'

f.
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TABLE I: PRIME,-SPONSORSHIP AREAS IN TJTC STUDY

Prime ponsorsnip

Adams,Co., CO,

Alamo Csrt., TX

Clark Co.,-OH

Dayton, OH
,.

Erie Csrt., NY

Hartford Csrt.; CN

,Houston, TX

Kansas City Csrt., MO

Louisville/Jefferson
Csrt., KY

Memphis Csrt., TN
.

Milwaukee,Co., WI'

Minneapolis, MN

,--

MOrris Co.,. NJ

Penobscot/Hancock
Csrt.; M .

. Pittsburgh, ppr-

PortIan4pOR

Sacramento Csrt.; CA Y

St. Louit, MO 40''

San Diego RUC., CA

SanFranciscp, CA

Federal Type of Phille

Region Sponsorship .

II

I

VII

.
. Co.

Csrt.'

Co.

'City

Csrt.

Csrt;-

City/

Cs t,.

,Csrt:'

Co.

QttY

..CO.

,

I

I

IX

- e e1,.

Santa Clara it., CA.t;Y*. IX

Southern Alleghenies
Csrtv PA 40

Syfictie,

Tampae FL
4:-

Mayne CO.,. MI~ .

-ink

of

tsrt.

_Ci ty,

t,

.City

Csrt.

City .

C

City

City

,-; km-.

446i. st
Co.

6
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private. sector employment dpportunities for Drily certain categories of

individuals.rseven to be specificl'

1. Recipients of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) paymeqs:

2. Handicapped individuals referred from vocational rehabilitation

or, the Veterans Administration.

3. Economically disadvantaged VietnaM-era veterans who are under

36 years ,old.

4. Economically disadvantaged youth from 18 through 24 years old.

.5. Economically-disadvantaged ex-convicts convicted of a felony who

are-hired within five years of either release from prison or /

date of conviction.

. 6. Recipients of approved state or local general assistance.

7. Youth, 16 through 19 years old, parti,tipating4n an approved

cooperative education program. ,

An employer is eli ible for a tax credit only for hires from among these

categories of individuals.

TJTC was intended to work by way'of an eligibility ;'voucher" that is

given to an eligible job seeker by an authorized public. agency. If the

individual is hired, the employer'completes a portion of the voucher and

sends it to an Employment Service office where..it is reviewed to Insure'

compliance with regulations. Asspming no problems have been identified'

7

Ocertification" is returned to the'employer to provide necessary'documen-

tation'for tax purposes.
4

The law also permits employers to apply for a tax credit on a retrOlk-

active basis, that is, after an'employee has already been hired. Eligible

employees hired after September 26, 1978, onward can earn theax credit

for their employers for wages paid to them afterDecember 31, 1978. However,

the retroactive eligibility of these employees must be certified by one of

the vouchering agencies, in the sense that a voucher must be issued. And

the Employment Service, which is the only agency authorized to issue

0
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certifications, must review the vouchers and issue certifications for-
..

1

retroactives just as it does for "new" TJTC hires.

TJTC allows employers to claim tax credits on,50'percent orfirst year

wages (up to $6,000) and on 25 percent ,of second year wages (up to $6,0001.

However, because an employer's normal deductions for Wages must be reduced
bby V

depend
amount of the credit claimed,

net TJTC savings deriend on the employer's

tax bracket. -Actual first year savings can range from $900 for an employer

in the 70 percent tax bracket tcr$2,580 for one in the 14 percent bracket, for

each eligible employee paid $6,000 for the first year of employment.

In part, to prevent employers from h4ing'targeted workers to displace

nontargeted workers, there are two key restrictions in the legislation

mandating TJTC:

1. Wages on which the credit is claimed cannot exceed 30 percent oftotal wages paid to allemployees of a firm; and

2. The credit cannot exceed 90 percent of an- loyer''s tax liability.

Also, no Credit maybe claimed for wages of an employee for the period in

which the employer received on-the-job training payments,'or claimed the

WIN tax credit, for that employee

'TJTC eligible inditiduals may receive a voucher from any agency authorized

to issue them--Employment
Service offices, CETA Prime Sponsors, State *Vocational

-Ni

,Rehabl4tation Departments, General Assistance Progralis, the Veterans Adminis-

tration, Social Security
Administration District offices, and Cooperative Educa-

tion programs.\(Cooperg,tive Education programs have somewhat different pro-

.

cedures for handling TJTC than do other a, cies.) Employment Service offices

and CETA Prime Seonsors are permitted to6ssue-vouchers to all but Cooperative

Education'itudents. The other agencies may only issue vouchers to their client

groups or,(with the exception of Cooperative Education) they may refer them to

an Employment Service or Primb Sponsor office, depending ow what arrangements
." have been made locally.

18



C. EVALUATING EMPLOYMENT TAX CREDITS

Employment tax credits pose serious problems for evaluation. 'Particularly

tricky is ascertaining' the point at which evaluation of the delivery system

should end and evaluation of the tax credit, the mix of incentive and require-
r

ments cisigned to alter employer behavior, should begin. It is generally

assumed, we think correctly, that delivery system performance affects the

extent to which traditional employment and training programs achieve their

intended effects, since these programs contain:a major bureaucratic compo-

nent. Eligible individuals must be located and taken in, assessed and

referred to training Orograms, and trained and placed in jobs. All or at least

most of these processes are controlled more or less centrally and hierarchically

by a government agency- -in the case of CETA, by CETA Prime Sponsors. In

contrast, however; employment tax credits are sometimes viewed as largely

self-administering, in the sense that they are intended to alter economic

behavior through an alteration of the tax structure rather than through

bureaucratic intervention into the labor force side of the labor market.,

From this perspective, if an employment tax credit fails to induce significant

numbers of employers to.claim the tax credit or alter their behavior, then

th>sfailure is due to the nature of the tax credit itself, not administrative

procedures and organization. And evaluation of the latter would appear,to

be .a wasted effort.. In actuality, however, the extent to which employment

0
tax credits necessitate the involvement of public agencies yond the

Internal Revenue Service) depends on.thenature of the.tax c.edit itself,

and the'U.S. experience with different types of employment tax credits

suggets that tOe extent and nature.Of Public agency,involvement may affect

the extent to which' employers claim tax credits. The question is how much,
*

and in what ways.
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Bdthmarginal and targeted employMent tax credits have been tried in the

United States Marginal tax credits attempt to induce employers to expand

employment by offering them a tax deduction for part of the increase in

wages they pay above a previous year. In contrast, targeted tax credits

attempt to induce employers to hire certain categories of people by offering

employers a tax deduction for part of the wages ppid to people in the targeted

categories. In other words, although both types of credits offer deductions

for wages paid, marginal tax credits attempt to influence how myny people

/

employers hire, while targeted tax credits attlei to influence who they hire.,

Generally,..marginal tax credits require little or no government implementation

because firms certify their own eligibility, whereas targeted tax credits re-

quire bureaucratic administration to certify the eligibility of employees for

whom the credit is being claimed.

Experiencewiththesetwotypesofemploymvittaxcreditssuggests' that

marginal tax credits are Claimed by employers !ilia more frequently that

targeted. tax credits. The New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC), which was signed into

law as part of the Tax Reduction and Simplification Act of 1977, is the only

marginal tax credit, that has been tried in the United States. Although the

tax savings offered \Linde the New Jobs Tax Credit were less than those being

offered under existing t rgeted tax credits (TJTC, WIN, and welfare), 'employers

) .

claimed the former much diore often than they have, the l atter. With certain

restrictions similar to tbOse in TJTC, the New ',Ribs Tax Credit allowed employers

1 '

to deduct 50 percent of the increase in their wage' base above 102 percent ofI
the wage base for the previous year. The deduction coold.be claimed for up to

$4,200 per ployee, and the employer's deduction fdr wages was reduced by the

)

amount of he credit. Therefore, actual maximum saving could range between

$1,806 for employers in the 14 percent tax bracket and,$630 for eAployers in
4.

the 70 percent tax bracket, compared to Corresponding TJTC savings of $2,580



and $900, for each employee paid the Maximum deductible wages during a single

year. -Despite the fact that theNew Jobs Tax Credit offered less savings and

was advertised no'more thaD4TJTC, employers claimed NeW Jobs Tax Credits for
0

over three times as many employees during NJTC's first year of operation as

they claimed u nder TJTC during its first year. At least 1.1 million employees

were subsidized under NJTC in 1977, whereas only slightly over 300,000 employees-
.

were subsidized under.TJTC during Fiscal Year 1980:1

The lower level of employer credit - claiming in TJTC relative to the New

jobs-TakCre dit might be due to tha'comfiaratively large role of public

agencies in targeted tax credits generally, but it may also be that public

agency involvement does not affect how many employers claim credits or alter

their hirilip behavior. There are at least four other plausible explanations

for the different levels of employer/credit-claiming found in the two tax

credits. First, insofar as employers are reluctant to -take advantage of

a targeted tax credit unless they normally-hire from individual's "close to"
*4 \

the targeted groups, targeted tax credits may be.usable to fewer employers

than marginal'tax credits, which can, be taken by any growing firm regardless

of the types of people i0hires. Second,othe greater employer credit- claiming

in the New Jobs Tax Credit relative to TJTC might be a.function o, ,the

economic cycle. The NeW Jobs.Tax Credit was launched dug a period of

.

business expansion, while TJTC has been available during a period of little
r

economy growth. Third, the tax liabilities of firm s probably ovary /

systematically a ross sectors -of the economy as well as over time. If firms
.

are unlikely to claim deductions in altargeted tax credit unless they

normally hire from individual's approximating the target groups, and if such
% .

.

. firms have fewer tax liabilities than growing firms, then t lower level of

/
employer credit-claiming should be expected in targeted credits relativerelative to,

marginal credits. Finally, NJTC, unlike TJTC, was not an elective tax credit;

21.
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employer's were required to claim NJTC until tt Revenue Act of 1978 eliminated

this requiremeRt'retroactive134. AndAhis may be another reason why employers

claimed NJTC more frequently than they have claimed.TJTc': In short, the

question of whether aspects of the delivery system affect the performance of

employmeht.tax credits issneither inconsequential nor easy to answer.
ti

In evaluating employment tax credits, three factors must be assessed

before' conclusions can be reached about whether

their intended results.- First, it is necessary

to 'Which the delivery system performed it tasks. In targeted tax credits,

the delivery system must at least publicize the aailability of the credit
4 1

.,""
and certify the eligibility of employees for whom employer's would like to

take the credit. Second.f it is important.to_obtain some. indication of

and why they are achieving

toiptermine the extent.

the frequency with w ich employers claim the credit, and iden/ tify reasons for

infrequency of credit- laiMing where it occurs-. No employment tax credit can

be successful if it fails to stimulate significant numbers. of employers to or.

.,-claim the tax credit. Third, however, the effects of,, the' tax credit on employer

hiring, firing, andretention decisions need also to be considered, since

employer Credit-claiMing alone may not mead that theta; credit has altered
I

employer b'avior. It may be that only already growing firms take advantage of

marginal tax credits, andthat only firms thazt,normally hire from the targeted

groups take advantage of targeted tax credits, in which-Case both typesfof tax
. 8f.

credits simply subsidize some employers and employees without having produced

any special behavior on their part. .
This study examines each of these aspi?,s of MC and compares th'e

a4ualresults achieved in each area to the results that could be expected

given the assumptions underlying the design of TJTC and the system established

to deliver it. The purpose of this comparison between actual and expected.

results is to inform the impl'cit theory Linderl ing TJTC--the assumptions.
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about delivery system,, employer, and client motivations. The analysis begins

-in the next section of this report with an explication of TJTC's under.lystAg
.... .......

, .

assumptions and expectations.

D. ASSUMPTION AND EXPECTATIONS

Introduction

Various peale at both the local and national levels -have a variety-of

expectations about what results TJTC should achieve. 'The purpose pf this

section is to articulate these expectationgsand explicate some Of the

assumptions underpinning them.' It should be noted, however, that the expecta-

tions and assumptions discussed in this section are drawn from a number of

sources; and are presented here only as a guide to evaluation, not as

a reconstruction of the policy proce;s. Many people were, and rema04, doubtful

that TJTC asjegislated can,have much impact-en employer hiring practfos and

1
target group employment. In particular, the national office of the United

States Employment Service (USES) anticipated m the problems in TJTC

identified by this'study and attempted to deal with these problems prag-

.maticallY/, even though in large part thekftolllems,stemmed frowspects of
f

the TJTC legislation over which USES has nOkcontrol. In short, the expectations

presented in this section represent a "best case," with the assumptions

underlying them providing a theory,thit can be informed empirically.

Expectations and Assumptions about Economic Impacts

TJTC provides a financial incentive for employers to hire individuals

from groups that are at'a competitillekdisadvantage on the labor market

.because of limited k experience, poverty bickgr unds, physital handicap,

-

or other factors that tend to put them loW among, employer hiring preferences,*

..
Clearly, whktever,else TJTC might be expected'to accomplish, it is reasonable
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to expect it to increase private sector employment .opportunities for TJTC

target groups. In discussing TJTC, people have suggested to us the follow-

ing ways in which they think this will happen:

1. Employers will alto^ their hiring practices so as to be able to
.

take advantage of the tax credit. :

2. TJTC will promote growth in the kinds of jobs TJTC target groups
are capable of performing, even Whiring practices are not
affected.,

3,. In order to maximize their fax savings under TJTC, employers will
be reluctant to fire TJTC certified employees, at least more
reluctant than they would be in. the absence of the tax, credit.

.

A

Each of these expectations rests on a number of assumptions about

employers and TJTC target groups. Althdugh the assumptions vary depend-

ing

-

on the expectation in question, the following ones have been shown by

ouryesearch to be important.if employers are to respond as expected:1

' 1. Insofar as employerOperceive the productivity of TJTC target
grbups to be lower than that of their regular empldyees,
employers must believe that the tax savings offered by TJTC
are greater than the revenues anticipated to,be lostdue to
this Idwer produttivtty.

.N
'Insofar as employers perceive "hidden sts",in TJTC, these
hidden costs together with anticipate productivity costs
must be less than the tax saving from TJTC: These hidden
costs might include, in'the emproyer's view, increased
likg144400 of an IPS audit, problems th;t could be created

aiming other-members of his labor force due to the presence
of TJTC eligibles, and so on.

/
'3. EmploYers must have tax liabilities end hence find a tax

deduCtion usahfe.

EmPloyers must'beiieVe that an alteration in their hiring
prac'fites basedon TJTC eligibility criteria is not a viola-
tturi pf fair hiring laws:"'

5. Imployers must base their hiring, firing, and retention de-
cisUns on some calculationof costs-(productivity,and'hidden
costs) relative to' benefitsi(tax savings).

belivery System Expectations and Assoptibns

The system established to implement-TJTC eligibility determination,

.10
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vouchering, apd certification includes seven'sets of agencieS: the\Employ-

ment Service, CETA Prime Sponsors, local Social Security Insurance offices,,

vocational rehabilitation agencies, the Veteran's Administration, and school

.

systems with approved cd4erative education programs. However, of these.

agencies only the Employment Service received Any funds. to help cover the

costs of implementing TJTC, and the funds'it received were quite small. -With

these funds, State Employment Service o ces could produce and maintain an

adequa e supply of voucher and certification forms,.train vouchering agency

staff in p ogam operations, provide technical assistance, deelop and dis-

tributepublicity on TJTC, and establish a toll free (WATS) telephone number,

2...t4t15-aTtmtnating the need for .the other vouchering agencAes.to duplicate

; theSe efforts. But little money was provided to the Employment Service, and

no money to the other vouchering agencies, to pay for the staff time re-
,.

quired to voucher TJTC eligibles, contact employers, and perform other duties

required for TJTC's implementation. Nevertheless, most people-expect all of

the designated vouchering agencies to use TJTC as a placement tool, that is,

they expect TJTC to be consciously implemerited. , The following reasons have

been given to support this expectation:

1. TJTC will enhance the. designated vouchering agencies' ability
to place their .clients in private sector jobs.

2. TJTC will expind the range of bilsinesies in which the agegces
.

can Rlace their clients, allowing the agencies to develop jobs
withlligher pay, more opportunity for advancement, increased
likelihipd of retention; and.so on.

3. TJTC will-enhance the likelihood that employers will retain the
agencies' clients during the first two years of employmeht.

4. TJTC will improve employer response to the agencies'', other pro-
grams outside of TJTC.

As with expected economic impacts from TJTC, these reasons for expect-

ing designated vouchering agencies Alo implement TJTE rest_on a number of



ikassumptions.' Othough the assumptions vary ,dep,nding on the expectationin

question, the following ones have been shown by our research to be important:.

TJTC must generate new hires that potentially can increase the
placement rates of thd vouchering agencies, not primarily retro-
activedertificationsthat do not'affect agency placements.

2. The placements-achieved per hour of-work with TJTC must be equal
to or greater than the placements achieved per hour of work with-
out TJTC.

,
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3. TJTC implementers in the designated vouch&ing agencies must have
"-some interest in developing better jobs for their clients.

4. Pdrsonnel in the designated vouchering Sgencies,must base their
decision of whether to implement TJYC on some calculation of'the
ratio of implementation-costs. (staff time_Apd effort) to-,benefits
(increased placements, expanded businessireontacts,AMOroved
retention. rates). -

Overview of Expected Performance

Overall, TJTC's design envisions a dialectic between 'implementation

and performance. The dialectic should evolve roughly as follows: Designated

vouchering agencies begin marketing TJTC and issuing vouchers in hOpe of

increasing their placement rates, and of course in responseto the dictates

of administrator in their national off ices. Once informed of the_tax credit

and finding vouchered participants seeking employment, employers alter their

hiring practices by hiring from the target, groups so as to take advantage of

the tax savings. Then,,finding that TJTC does improVe placements, voucher-
.\

ing agencies increase marketing and vouchering, employers increase their

participation; and the dialectic begins again.

For the dialectic to, so to speak, take Of, a. number of conditions must

The delivOY system must initiate movementrby,marketing TJTC

and issuing vouchers. Vouchered participants as well as the delivery system
4

must use TJTC as a t ol for obtaining employment for target group members.

And employe t alter their hiring practices, or at lease4ncrease their



willingness ta,hire the clients of the vouchering agencies. If the expected

pattern of performance does'not occur, then it is likely that one or more of

these conditions has not been fulfilled:

L

. 4
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II. PATTERNS OF IMPLEMENTATION AND PiRFORMANCE

A. OVERVIEW

1

The basic finding of our research is that the pattern of implementation

and perforMance expected of TJTC has not'oncurred. In many ofthe twenty -five

sites included in this'study, local Employment Service offices and CETA Prime

Sponsors are skeptical of TJTC and reluctant tb use it extensively as a

placement tool, while most employers are participating in TJTC by way of

retroactive certifications and, are not altering,their hiring, firing, and./'

retention practides. Table 2 on the following page delineated four patterns

of performance by crosstabulating types of employer participation with strategies

of implementation. Employers could take advantage of TJTC either by haying

existing employees certified retroactively, or by hiring vouchered TJTC

participants, or. both. Ai previously stated, in most caseS retroactive

certifications do not increase placement rates for designated vouchering

%reo-

agencies and hence are unlikely to generate much enthusiasm for TJTC on the

part of these agencies. For their part, the designated vouchering agencies

could implement TJTC either by vouchering all or most TJTC eligibles and

letting them market themselves to employers, or vouchering TJTC eligibles on

a selective"basts, say,-when there is a TJTC job order appropriate fora

TJTC eligible or some other reason to expect placement to occur. Lnymandating

seven vouchering agencies aqd establishing voucNering and certification goals

t

for Employment Servi'de offices and CETA Prime Sponsors, policy makers and
. _

TJTC administiltors at the national level appear to hive expected the performance

pattern depicted in the upper-right cell of Table 2, where vouchering agencies

voucher all or most of their eligible clients'so thattNey can improve their

, .

chances on. the UN:semarker, and where employers hire these vouchered

Andividuals.in,order to take advOntage of TJTC. In.actuality, however, the

28 h



performance pattern found in most of our sites is the one depicted in the

lower-left cell or the TabTe, where there is limited vouchering, and employers
, participate primarily or exclusively by way of retroactive certifications.

A
TABLE 2: ALTERNATIVE ...PATTERNS OF TJTC PERFORMANCE

Employer Response

kredominantly 1:Zany, "New" TJTC
Retro. Certs. .Hires

A
Much Voucher-
ing & Adverr
tisinq

Imr>ementation

, Little
Vouchving ,

&-Adver-'
tising

N

Actual
ExpectedMovement
Movement

Actual
Performance r-

O

. Expected
Performance
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Moreover, changes in the performance patterns of our sites over time have

tended to be away from, rather than toward, the desired or expected pattern .

of the upper-rightc) of the-T41e. It would have been reasonable to

, L

expect the vouchering agencies to begin implementation with a restricted

vouchering policy, and for employers to initially participate in TJTC by way

of retroactive certifications and then begin hiring vouchered TJTC eligibles.

In turn,'once. employers began seeking and hiring vouchered participants, the

vouchering agencies could be expected%to expand their vouchering activities

in order to increase their placement rates. 'In other words, it would have

been reasonable, given the assumptions underlying TJTC about employers and

the delivery system, to expect movement from the lower -left -to the upper-

right cells of Table 2. However, where,movement has occurred in our sites,

it has been betwee9;the two cells at the left of the Table, with little:or

no change ill the mode ofemi3loyer participation. In several sites, 'notably

those in California bqt others as Well, restricted vouchering was replaced

by blanket vouchering in an attempt to increase certifications, but, when the

level of certificationsfailed to increase significantly, the restricted

vouchering policy was reinstituted. Likewise, a number of Employment Service

offices and CETA Prime Sponsors in our sites began implementation with;)

policy of vouchering all TJTC eligibles, but then replacedPthis with resietted

vouchering after findingthat few vouchers were associated with certifications,

alid that most employers participated by way of retroactive certifications.

Although important, these basic findings leave much unsaid. The remainder

ofthii sect* describes in detail the evolution of TJTC's performance, and

its delivery system, marketing, client recruitment, and employer response.

30.



D. THE EVOLUTION OF TJTC IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE

Changes in TJTC Regulations and Guidelines

There have been three significant changes in TJTC regulations and guide-\')

lines since February of 1979 when the tax credit became available. The

April 3, 1979, CETA Regulations established initial d ision of responsibility

410
between Employment Service offices and CETA Prime Sponsors in implementing

voucher ind certification procedures. Under these regulations, CETA Prime

Sponsors could iss ue vouchers for only the three economically disadvantaged

target group's (Vietnam-era veterans, youths 18 through 24 years old, ana

ex- offenders), and they were required to enter into formal agreements with

Employment Service offices regardng eligibility determination, referral, and

marketing for TJTC. References to TJTC in the regulations were brief, in

large part leaving administrative procedures to be developed locally.

The first significant,change In TJTC regulations occurred in October 1979

. wen the Department of Labor issued a,Field Memo (FM 18-80) clarifyihg the

role of Prime Sponsors in TJTC's implementation. Prime Sponsors were informed

that they should' integrate TJTC vouchering into their existin' intake and

placement procedtr, delegating this responsibility to the Aloyment -Service

only when they had a formal agreement-to do so and the Emplo ent Service

Was an agentin CETA intake. Prime Sponsors were required to issue ati

'Applicant Characteristics Form at the Same time.that they issu d vouchers,
4
,2nd forward both to the Employment Service for review., )4hen v

/

Vchered clients
,-_,, - .

were hired, emPloYers returned the vouchers to the EmployMIpt ervice, which

issued a certification and sent.one copy to the Prime Spons

4, back to-the employer. This clarification of Prime

-
under.TOTt was intended to insure that Prime Sponso

w4thTJTC rather than letting the responsibility fal.

onsor,-re

s served

on the

one copy

onsibilities

ETA cliier,s

mployment Service.



The second sgiCant change in4TJTCregulations was accompanied by an

A, 22

i

effort framthenatienal level. to motivate increased vouchering on the part
- t

\ 'of lodal EmpioymepeServiceoffices and CETA Prime Sponsors. In January 1980

the Department .of Labor issued'a Field Memo (FM 135-80)-establishing a goal

of 250,000 certifications by the end of'Fiscal Year 1980: For the first time,

the Employment Service was allowed to use Title III grant funds for vouchering
4

as well as managing and administering the tax credit. And CETA Prime Sponsors

were authorized to issue vouchers for allTJTetarget groups except cooperative

education, rather than only the economically-disadvantaged target groups.'

The field memo strongly encouraged Prime Sponsors to voucher all TJTC eligible

clients that were ready for emploment. MoreoVer, Regional Department of

LabOr officials were required to meet with state Employment Service offices

and CETA Prime Sponsors by February 28, 1980, to provide technical assistance

and establish state -wide voucher and certification goals for both the

Employment Service and the Prime Sponsors. These meetings were intended to

stimulate increased vouchering activity at the 'local level.

a Finally, the-Department of Labor issued several additional statements on '

JTC in the' Spring of 1981. Department of Labor ,Field Memo 117,81 established

certi1fication goats for Fiscal Year 1981. These goals had been transmitted to

4gional Department of,,Labor offices in August 1980. -The goal, for,FY81 is

300,000 certifications. In the same Field Memo, agencies' participating in

TJTC were urged to increase local marketing efforts, increase the level of

"new" TJTC hires(as opposed to retroactive certifications), integrate.TJTC

with other employment and training programs, and balance activities among the

target groups so that they reflect the size of these grAps as a proportion

of the eligible population. Moreover,.USES adjusted the funding formula for

TJTC administration to encourage "new" TJTC hires over troactive certifications.

'At roughly the same time (April'7, 1981), Employment and Training Handbook
Itto,
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Number 377 was altered to require quarterly rather than monthly reports on

certifications and,youchers, and data 'on retroactive certifications. Many of

these changes in TJTC-guidelines appear to have been intended to address

problems identified in TJTC during, Fiscal Year 1980, notably the high

'proportion of all'certifications estimated to be retroactive:and the greater

than proportional service to cooperative education students relative to the

other target groups in' the eligible population.

It is Moubtful that these most recent changes in TJTC guidelind will

have much effect on either retroactive certifications or levels of, service to ,

the target groups, but earlier changes in TJTC definitely improved delivery

system perform during TJTC's startup. After the emphasis on TJTC by the

Department of Labor during January a d February 1980, local Employment Service

Ioffices and CETA Prime Sponsors beg to take much more seriously than

they had initially, and vouchering activity did increase. .14ithout this push,

it is doubtful that agencies at the local level would have given TJTC much_

attention at *all .

However, current efforts to alter the proportion of certifications that

are retroactive and the distribution of service across TJTC target groups are

unlikely to be successfpl because both of these aspects of TJTC performance

depend heavily on employer motivations, which are unlikely to change regardless
4

of changes_in TJTC's delivery. As discussed further in this report, retro-
\

active ertifications are more. frequent than umewncertifications because

emp

I
yer:s prefer to participate in TJTC in this way. About all the delivery

sy tem could. do to influence significantly the proportion of certifications .

that are retroactive, is to make it more difficult fon employers to have their

eligible employees vouchered and certified retroactively, something the( systeM

is unlikely to do because it needs the retroactive certifications'to be able

to achieve' certification goals. Similarly, cooperative education students

represent a large proportion of total TJTC participants because they are



probably,the least diiadvantiged of all the TJTC target groups.

Level of Planned Certification Achieved'

Although the actual 'performance -pattern

gonded and does not appear to be approaching

24

found in TJTC has'not corres-

the pattern expected; T3TC use

has increased, and TJTC has been achieving the certification goals set
,

for it by polic,i makers at the national level. Table 3 shows the cumulative

number of vouch* (796,335) and-certifications (407,532) issued between
. .

March 1979 and Ddcember 31, 1980. During this period; the number.
0

of vouchers?,

.

issued each month has.increased fairly steadily; whereas only 2,.551 vouctlers

, were issued in April 1979, almost 6,k200 vouchers were issued each month'

.

between October and December 1980. In contrast,-.hbwever, the number of

certifications issued each mOnth rose fairly-steadily from April 1979 to

January 1980 but then fell steadily through August 1/980. BetweenSeptember

and December 1980, the number of certifications issued each month began rising.,

again and is probably back up to the level attained inJanuaryo1980. The

falloff in certification activity between Feboary and August 1980was

probably a function of.the downturn in the business Cycle that occurred during
1) h

thatperiod, as well'as a decline in participation by's9pperative education

students during the summer months when school is not in session.

In almost all regionvof the,United States, TJTC has been achieving its

certffication goal's: Table 4 shows the.percentage of.planned certifications
.--

achieyed by Department of Labor Regions from March 1979through September 1980,

and from October through December 1980. Except for Region IX, all Regions

exceeded plan, usually by wide. margins. Likewise, for the.nationas a whole

TJTC certifications exceeded the planned 250,0001evel.for Fiscal Year 1980

by 4er 50:000. The Departient of Ar has established a goal of 300;000

certifications for Fiscal Year 1981, and de performance.in the first quarter

f FY8T suggests this goal will be achieved also, unless there is a significant

change in employer utilization-of the tax credit.
4



TABLE 3: TJTC ACTIVITY (CUMULATIVE),4MAKH,..1979 - DECEMBER, 1980*

e.

o

°

III

0

.1°

4,

Month Vouchers Certifidations.

March, 1979

April

May .

June

July.

'August

.September

, .
October .

November .

December
.

6 ,

January, 1980

February .

"March
.

April

May

June

July %, ao
c0

,,,

August

.Se ember

0

December
g

c

.

.

...

',

.15°

,

*V

'774

. 3,325

8,805
ip N

19,026

35,217''

58,370 -

89,527

125,241'

157,332

199,957

249,928

298,771,

.346,127,

391,996

437,092
..%

482,386

58,401

568,473

616,942

796,335

g

: '211

1,390

3,978

8,416

13;677

22,835

37,020

58,175

78,038

108,730
,o

141,062

0170,807

195,533

216,762

' 23'5,214

1
252'034

269,870

284,598

305,743

407,532 -

*

*Source: Targeted Jobs Tak Credit Program Monthly Suthmaries, Periods
Ending August 3Q andDecember 31, 1980; U. S. Employment'
Service, Office. of Prograt Review.
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TABLE 4: PERCENTAGE OF PLANKED CERTIFICATIONS ACHIEVEDII(BY

. ,

DOL REGIONS, FY79/80 and, 1st QTR' FY81 ,

. t

Region

..
FY79/80

, Plan
Certtfs.

FY79/80.-
Actual

Certifs.

FY79/80
% Plan

.CereS.Ach.

1st Qtr..

FY81

Plan

Certifs.

1st Qtr.

FY81

Actual

lst:Qtr.

FY81

% Plan

Achieved

4-- 11,775 13,951 tiq% ,. 3,525

reerrifs.

3,781 -107%

II 28,225 28,892 102% 7;050 ... 9,812 139%

III 27,150 37;794 139%. 8,100 11,718.,. 145%

IV 47,975 86,364 ! :. 180% 19,425
.

25,985, 134%
.

V 44,175 49,029
T.13% 12,600 16,916 . 134%

VI 26,725 . 38,153 143% 8s025 ," 14-019 186%

0/II

VIII

.2?

13,250

8,900

o

14,513

10,813

110%

122%

3,825
.

2,550

5,481

3,152

143 %

124%

IX 31,725 13,904 : 44% 5,146 71%

X '10,100 12,330 .122% 2,6;5 4,879 186%

Total_ -305,743 .122% 75,000 101,789 136%
*

0)6,000.

a

o

3G

,

g
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Delivery System Response

The three waves of field work for this study provide three snapshots of

TJTC's implementation and performance: One in' the..Spring of T980, one in the

Fall of 1g80, and a third in the Winter of 1981%, Di4ing the first round of,

field work, whiCh was conducted between April and June1980, We observed that

emany EmplOyment Se ce offices and most CETA Prime Sponsors were not vouchering

their TJTC eligibles in hVh numbers because often they did not believe MC

is an effective placement tool. On average, about four-fifths of the

certifications that had been issued in our sites were retroactive; in most

sites there was little coordination between the designated vouchering agencies

and only a few people in each site even held goals for TJTC;
;

TJTC did not

appear to be generating employer participation in of r Employment Service

and CETA-programs; and most TJTC implementers belie; , on the basis of the

employer response to the tax credit, that TJTC virtually invjsible in the

business community. -.

During the second round of field work, which was conducted between August.

and October 1980, we' observed that modest changes had occurred in TJTC, but

the changes wer4 :outside the Employment Service-Prime-Sponsor nucleus. The

most significant, although nevertheless quite modest change, was an increase

in the interest and involvement'ofPrivate Industry Councils (PICs), other

4vouchering agencies, and private-for-profit fiiMs assisting businesses in

obtaining certifications. 'PICs, which during the Spring had been active in

TJTC in only 7 tes, were found in the Fall to be active in 10 sites.

In, almost all cases this invoVement was.in marketing TJTC, usually with a

stress on retroactive ceriiffonsas a way to attract business interest

in PIC activities. -Likewise, 9 sites reported increased activity by other

vouchering agencies, inmost cases vocational rehabilitation agencies.

Finilty, in 7 sites new),or increased activities were observed among private

companiei that assist local employers in taking advantage of TJTC. At the
O
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time of the second round of field work, the only significant change observed
.9

in the employer response to TJTC was a slight decline in one site in the

average percentage of certifications that were retroactive._ 1

Changes'in TJTC since the second round of fieldwork have been modest

but generally reflect lower interest and activity on the part of implementing
4,11

agencies and related organzationi. Three significant changes have occurre

in the implementation of TJTC. First,, marketing has been reduced greatly or

eliminated in 12 ;4es, while it his een increased in only 3 sites. In the

remaining 10 sites marketin 4 as remained stable, usually at a low lekfel

utilizing employer seminars and job development contacts to spread the word

about TJTC. In about half of the sites where marketing has been reduced or

eliminited,..the reduction or elimination was due to a lack of marketing funds. 4

In the other half of the sites.where marketing.was curtailed, however, TJTC

implementers believe that earlier marketing efforts failed to generate.,

endugh employer interest to justify continuation of the mafketing effort.

The second_significant change observed in TJTC's implementation since

the second round of field work is reduced vouchering activity on the part of
0, GI

local Employment Service offices. Although Employment Service vouchering

remained stable in 14 sites and increased in 3 sites, it was reduced in 8

sites. Four of these sites are in California, which replaced a blanket

vouchering policy with a restricted vouchering.policy after finding that

blanket vouchering produced little increase in certifications. In contrast,

2 of the 3 sites with increased vouchering are in Texas, which recently

provided funds through a Governor's grant to staff positions for matting

and issuing retroactive certifications..

The third change observed in TJTC's implementation since the second

round of field work is an incase in activity by privatfirms assisting

local employers in obtaining re foactive certifications. Seven sites reported

39



c
new or increased activity on the part of these "TJTC vendors," as they are

sometimes called. TJTC vendors are now active in 14 of the 25 sites included

in this study.

Finally, a modest change has occurred in the employer response to TJTC,

pqrhaps due to the fact that TJTC is scheduled to expire at the end of 1981.,

Three sites report increased employer interest and utilization of TJTC, while

the employer response was reported to be stable in all but one of the remaining

29

22 sites. Likewise,.although 2 sites reported that the percentage of certifica-

tions which are'retroactive had declined since previous field work, 9 sites

reported that retroactive certifications as a proportion of all'certifications

had increased. The remaining 14 sites reported no chanje in retroactive

certifications. TJTC implementers speculate that the slight increase in

employer interest in the tax credit, and the increase in retroactive certifica-
_

tions,stem from employers' desire'to tike advantage of TJTC before it expires.

Since the tax credit cannot be-claimed for waged paid after December 31, 1981,

"the mast lucrative way to take advantage of TJTC as its expiration approaches

is through retroactive certifications rather than through hiring new employees

that are eligible for'the tax credit.

4

Overall, when these "snapshots" from the three rounds of field work are

viewed quickly and in chronological order, the motion picture that emerges

shows a modeft and fairly stable employer response focusing on retroactive

certifications, and a delivery system that started implementation unenthusias-

tically, then in a few'places increased implementation activity,- and then

curtailed its efforts when significant increases in employer interest.(beyond

retroactive certificatht) failed to materializ9. Table 5 compares the level

of TJTC activity by local Employment Service offices and CETA Prime Sponsors

we observed dukig each round of field work. High activity refers to TJTC
\

implementation designed to improve and expand reTationt' with the private.-
A



TABLE 5: DISTRIBUTION OF LOCAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICE OFFICES AND CETA PRIME
SPONSORS BY LEVEL OF TJTC ACTIVITY, SPRING 1980 - WINTER 1981

Employment Service Prime Sponsors

Spring 1980 'Fall 1980 Winter 1980 SprinI 1980 Fall 1980 Winter 1981

6' 5
/- 3

8 8 9

11 12 13

High Activity -7 7 2

Medium Activity 13 12 13

low Activity 5 6 10

9.
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sector with aggressive marketing and vouchering activity; medium activity is

implementation designed simply to achieve 'a "fespectable" number of vouchers

and certifications; and low activity basically represents-the absence of

explicit implementation activity altogether, in the sense of few 'vouchers

being issued as well as attempts being made to avoid involvement in TJTC in

other ways. As shown in the Table, the number of Employment Service offices

and CETA Prime Sponsors implementing TJTC aggressively has declined over time,

while the number evidencing little or no activity has risen.

C. DELIVERY SYSTEM TOPOGRAPHY

Overview

The delivery system for TJTC can best be characterized as one of random

entrepreneurship, in the sense that some agencies. in soma sites are implementing

the program aggressively, some weakly, and some almost not at all. Although the

level of implementation varies considerably across sites and across agencies, TJTC

'is in all of our sites at most a "tag on" to existing intake and placement pro-
.

cedures. Ther'e is seldom any_ coordination between the designated vouchering-

agencies at the local level., except between Employment Service offices' and CETA

Prime Sponsors that have a,formal agreement delineating responsibilities for TJTC's

implementation. Similarly, while,a number of Private Industry CoUnils.(PICs)

have or are beginning to.market the tax credit, their marketing efforts are not

coordinated with 'those of the Employment Service, a fact which State and local

Employment Service offices find particularly distressful since they are when the

ones who must respond to employer requests for information generated from PIC

advertising. Evaluation of TJTC's performance, beyond that required for routine
. .

reporting to the Department of Labor, if's-largely nonexistent, and the particular

units at which required data are aggregated (local, District, Regional, or State

Employment Service offices) varies from state to, state. Finally, in most sites

X42
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there is very little integration of-TAT with other employment tax credits, or

with other EmplOyment Service and CETA programs. Overall, the level of TJTC's

implementation depends largely on the initiative or lack of initiative of

administrators,in:focal agencies. And exemplary implementation is found only

where admi istrat4rs happen to be far above average in their capabilities.
1

i

Lbcal Per ptions, Goals, and Expectations
r"

Beca
i

se the response of TJTC's
del6

ivery system varies both across sites

nd across agencies, generalizations about the activities and goals of the

,designated vouchering agencies are not valid in all localities. However, in

all of our siteslwe contacted Employment Service offices and CETA Prime

Sponsors, and inmost of our sites we contacted cooperative education agencies,

vocational rehabilitaticin agencies, and agencies involved in placing ex-offenders.

Discussicins with personpel in thee agencies provided at least some evidence
1 -

,about hoki the agencies/are using 1JTC. Generall,r, cooperatifre education and

;_vocational rehabilita-tf on agencies and agenciei placing ex- ffenders have re-

sponded much more faV rably,to TJTC than has ei her the Emp oyment Service or
1

CETA Prime SOonsors,;both If the latter being eptical of TJTC and. reluctant

to use ft xtensively as alplacement.tool.

Local Employment Service' offices tend tb e moire.;active than CETA Prime

I

Sponsors in TJTC, but TJTC activity by Empfo tnt lervice offices is neVerthe-

less usually limited. EMployment Servic Of in 17 sites do not expect .

I4
TJTC to affect Employment Service-employer r lati ns or placeMent rates, and

hencethey are reluctant to invest much stag time and effort into TJTC voucher-
,-

32
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ing and marketing. In these sites most Employment Service offices are not

issuing vouchers syStematically anCare rely;ingion employer requests for retro-
!

active certificatiOns to achieve. certification goals.

43
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. 4ftereas the bulk of Employment 'Service offices in our sites tend to be

implementing 'TJTC at least to the extent r equired to approach voucher and

certification goals,'CETAPrime Sponsors are frequently trying to avoid

disruption in their existing operations aad hence are doing very little with

the brogram. In fifteen of the 25 sites, CETA admiNstrItors expect TJTC to

p ucev very few certifications', they doubt very much that it will in any
. ,

i ,,,,,:,-

way expand*Woyer utilization of CETA training opportunities, and they do
. - . -,

- ,',e
. .

','0,1t think it will have, an impact on negative employer attitudes about CET' ,.

:,-

and CETA clients. In a large number of 'sites, CETA administrators believe

that TJTC challenges the very,nature of the CETA enterprise. In the view of

most CETA administratOrs, CEtA is supposed to improve the employability of

CETA Tents by providing them with skills and'work experience, not,to place

clients directly with employers: while subsidiztng employers for the clients'

substindardOroductivity. And'iheadmlistrators beli6ve that, if TJTC and
fr

other employment..tax.credtts are successful; CETA is largely out of business.
. ,;,. .. 4, i ,,

.

.Finally, CETA Prime Sponsors have difficulty in getting community
4
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.

based organizations, which often conduct CETA intake, to issue vouchers.. And

since Prime Sponsors received,no money with which to implement TJTC, they are
.'s'

.,,

.

-reluctant to perform this proceis t4Insefves.
*

I n'contrast to the prevailing attitudes of Employment Serv,ice offices
,

and,CRTA Prime Sponsors, TJTC implementers in "vocationarrehabflitation agencies

and agencies plaCing ex-offendek believe that 'WIC has been very helpful in

developing jobs for their clients. -Usually, in these agendies clients are not

vouchered until fhey.are'referred to a particular job, but the agencies fee

that TJTC is helping their clients'obtain these jobs- during the initial con-

tact between the employer and the client. Perhaps surprisingly, very few'
4

instances have been reported of handicapped persons or ex-offenders refusing

4.
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to be vouchered. Generally, personnel in these agencies are very happy with TJTC,

and many are usijg it extensiwely in their job development efforts.

Many cooperative education agencies are also using TJTC, but often not

so much as a placement tool as a way to "pay back" employers that have been

t participating in,cooperative education programs over the years. Utuilly the

cooperative educatiOn student has already been placed in a job - -he or she

m st already have a job tobe enrolled in the program--and the cooperative'

ducation 'agency simply informs the employer of his opportunity under TJTC.

st employers are very pleased" o obtain \he tax credit, so cooperative

education agencies have had little difficulty in issuing a)reat many certifi,

cations. (Onlyone form, IRS 6199, is used fOr the cooperative/education'

target group, and it is counted as both a voucher and a certification.) In

addition to 'renting to pay back employers for their prior participation in

cooperative education, cooperative education agencies are sometimes using TJTC

because they feel that they must do so in order to be competitive with the other

I...designated voLichering agencies. But very few people in cooperative education

agencies. believe-that TJTC is actually helping them place students in jobs.

As perceived by the ?ployment Seivice, the least active vouchrring

agencies are Social Security and General Assistance agencies. In sixteen sites

Employment Serviteofficials claim that Social Security agencigs are doing little

or no vouchering. Employment Service officials make the same claim about

General Assistapce agencies in seventeen sites. Employment Service adminis-

trators argue that personnel in both the Social Security and the General
,

Assistance agencies do not believe that their, c]iants Ire capable of working

and hence see no purpose in vouchering them for Participation in TJTC.

Local Veterans4tInistration (VA) offices fall between these extremes. In

eleven sites Employment Service administrators ClaiM that the VA is doing little

1 ./
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vouchering; but in ninessites they report at least a moderate amount of VA

activity in the program.' As with vocational rehabilitation agencies, VA

offices -- according to responderitsin the Employment Service--sometimes view

TJTC as a useful tool in job development.

Overall, TJTC has not done much to promote greater communication and

ccooperation between the EmPloyment Service and Prime SponsOrs or either of

these two agencies and others that are permitted to voucher. Where the

Employpent Service/Prime Sponsors are working closely. on TJTC, this tends to

characterize their relationships in other area as well. It has not fostered

increased cooperation in otheT employment 'and training areas. Likewise, very

few links have been forged locally between the ,Employment Service or Prime

Sponsors and other vouchering agencies, and those that have been are between

the Employment Service and these other agenciet and are mainly limited to the.

provision of technical assistance by the Employment Service. In only five

sites.could clear evidence be found th'itthe local Employment Service had -

increased its overall involvement with another agency (a pre-release program

for offenders was involved in ibree of the sites) as a result of initial TJTC

- ,

cooperation. Only one i4ime Sponsbr made a similar claim of impr6ved relations,
.

,

f % ,

i

in this case involving Vocational Rehabilitation.
.-

.

Vouchering and Certification Strategies

The vouchering strategies and postured toward retroactive certifications
.

of Employment Service offices and CETAPrime Sponsors vary Considerably 'across

our sites. The Employment Service is involved in vouchering in all 25 siteS,

and CETA Prime Sponsors.hav vetained-this responsibility in most areas. The

majority of EMployment Service offices are employing what can be called a ;

"selective vouchering strategy," that is, tfiey voucher TJTC eligibles only

when there is a high likelihood of placement,,or when either clients or I,

4'6

4
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employerg request a voucher. Seventeen sites use such a selective.vouchering

strategy, a'number that has increased over time es Employment Service offices
/

found that a less restrictive voucheing strategy yielded few certificationi

relative to the amount of staff time required Nn vouchering. Employment

A!
Service offices in 4.of the remaining 8 sites, are vouchering all or almost

all of their 1JTC eligible clients, while the offices in the 4 other sites are

limiting their TJTC activity to retroactive certifications and thus are not

i

issuing at all during intake or referral.

The distribution of vouchering strategies across CETA Prime Sponsors in

our sites is more even than that found among Employment Seriice offices.
/

4
.

Roughly eqYal numbers of Prime Sponsors are using each of the three strategjes--

.). .

selective vouchering (9 sites), blanket 'vouchering (7 sites), or retroactive

'36

vouchering only (8 sites). One Prime Sponsor in the, sample is doing nothing
4

at a11-1Witit TJTC.

o

Employment Service offices can take one of three postures towardN(etro-
.

active certifications: They can try to_discourage employers from applying

-for retroactive certifications, either by refusing to assist employers in

screening their employees for eligibility, or giving the employers misinforma-

rt:
tion, or delaying the process; they can respond to requests forretroactive

certifications as they-coMe in, providing assistance to employers that want,

it; or they can actively push retroactive certifications by. marketing them

during job development and'in other ways, going_ to the work sits to screen

4. employees for eligibility, and expediting the process. In 3 of our sites,

Employment SerVice offices discourage retroactive certifications, in 14 sites
.

they simply respond to employer requests, and in1,8 sites they actively encourage.

employers to take advantage of TJTC through retroactive certifications and

assist then in so doing., 07 time, the number of sites discouraging retro-

active certifications has declined, and tie number promoting retroactive

4
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certifications -has increa§ed;,because several State Employment Service offices

changed their retroactive Certification policies, at least in one'case be-
t

cause of pressure fromrlodal employers. Although some Employment Service

offices°push retroactive Certifications because they hope they -will generate

new TJTC job orders of improve their image in the, business community, the

main reason some Employment Service offices encourage employer utilization

of retroactive certifications is so that the Employment Service office can

achieve numerical goals for certifications, goals that were established by

DOL'and broken opt for local offiCes.

Relevance.to Other Employment Service and CETA Programs

Because of the different'objectives of Employment Service and CETA as

organizations--Employment Service concentrates on direct placements, while

CETA concentrates on training and "indirect" placements--TJTC is much. more

relevant to other Employment Service programs than it is to other CETA programs.

Nevertheless, TJTC is seldom consciously Coordinated by Employment Service

offices"with their other programs, such as the WIN tax credit. In twenty

of the twenty-fiveoper, Employment Service offices have simply added TJTC

vouchering as another step in die intake and referral process, either blanket

..- . .

vouchering all TJTC eligibles, or vouchering eligibles only when there is a .

.
. .

job orde appropriate for them, or issuing only retroactive certifications.

The exceptions to this rule are the four sites in yifornia, and the one in

Kentucky. In California,'TJTC is being merketed With three other tax credits=-
.

WIN, Welfare; *and the State of California Tax Credit--and the credits are'Pre-,

rented to employers as "Jobs TaN Credits" with different target groupi and

levels and types of tax advantages. This markqting strategy probably gives

greater visibility to TJTC than. it Would have had if marketed 'by itself. In
.

Louisville,Kentucky, TJTC implementers have found that'TJTC can benef t WIN, (

4
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'4' ',since employers requesting TJTC referrals are

referral if no TJTC.eligibles are available.

usually,satified with a WIN

Finally, it should 'alko be

noted that in .four sites Employment Service administratorS have found TJTC

t

to beusefu in their programs for placing ex-offenders.

Among TA Prime Sponsors there has been &st no attemptto link TJTC

to other CETA programs. In thirteen of the twenty-five sites, Prime Sponsors
1

have-not integrated TJTC into any of their existing operations, eft, because

they have tuened the program over to the employment Service or are not imple-

menting it because they do not want to devote staff time to it. In nine sites

TJTC eligibles are vouchered as a step in the placement process, but often

vouchering is unsystemattc and depends on how-gch time staff, personnel have.

IftoPly three of the twenty-five sites has TJTC been used to help market OJT

or increase the retention rates for0J.(participantt.

Marketing

i
Foilr types of organizations have keep most active in marketing TJTC to

employers: -Private Industry Councils, private firm assisting employers in

,obtaining certifications, National Alliance of Business (NAB' metros, and

(

state and local Employment Service offices. The latter have.central markeing

responsibility for TJTC and 0/ far have been the most active marketing agencies

.in our sites. The state Employment StrviCe office has conducted at least some

stile-v.0de TJIC promotionil activity in 18 of our 25 sites,

'ment Service Offices in our sites are about, evenly split between those making

"t least a modest effort to promote TJTt and those doing little.' At both

State and local E;loyment Service levels, a variety of promotional techniques

have been used. ,State Employment Service offices have 'usdally relied on miss

mailings of TJTC information and presentations to employers andemployer ad-

visory committees (Job Service EmplOyer Committees). Zypical techniques used

49
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by local Employment-Service offices. include mass mailings of letters and

brochurei describingTJTC, public servici announcements on radio and TV,
-e

lunches, seminars, speeches, newspaper ads, and contacts, witp accountants

accountant associations. iniidition to these more ''media" oriente' pproaches,

the Employment Service offices in at least one half of our sites make some
I

conscious effort to promote TJTC by way trf yore personal approaches to em-.
ployers. his may bg done by way of special field representatives or,. more

often, it siffiply added to the responsibility of local job developers.. Al-
..

most all of the Employment3Service offices using p face-to-fate approach to

business cite it as the most effective way (at least relatively speaking) to
. A

sell TJTC. V . ,

4 '

Local Employment Service offices in approximately one half of the study

sites appear to have targeted their promotional activities at only certain

....'typet of busIessr, usually those that ;re small and service-oriented. The
. b di - ' -1

typical rationale forhii targeting iNilat:it is these. businesses that are

.. . , , ,

. '. .

.
.; mast' likely td.takp4dVintige of TJTC. T-hey:ordinarily hire from among at

.1. 11, 27
c)

-),:, . .. , s - 7
0

.

least some of the taigeted/ObupW and /Or. the tax savings offere' by the
..- .

,progrqm are more signifi ant to''',them thantebig business..
. -

Where they exist, NAB ,a,41 of obr 'sites have ,promoted

,
TJTC, usually with three.different-technlque Most NAB metros conduct annual, C-, .

c. ' -..4-gv., ..visits to local erfiployers .in.forming them of,their opportunities 'under govern-
, . .

''. II. .. ,

'lent employment 'and' training programs, and'moa of the 'NAB metros in our
- ,

.

.0,
. .

sites haveinclude'd TJTC in this infortat4on_drive. Second, NAB metros often
c

hold seminaYs*d luncheons for employeit ", again b inform them of their
c !

opportunities.. Ina cumber of our sites such ,seminars- have been held
A

siieciflOallyto discuss employment tax cre with repregentatives from

the Employment Service.and the Internal Revenbe Service, as well as employers

- 5o
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that have taken advantage of TJTC, there to, provide information. Third, most

NAB metros hold an annual "Jobs Fair," where employers come seeking workers

and workers- come seeking jobs. And Tife-has bee marketed at these job fairs

. in many of our sites:

4 Over time, Private Industry Councils have become increasingly involved

in marketing TJTC, since they are encouraged to do so under the CETA regula-

tions that established them. We now have 9 sites where PICs are marketing

TJTC, usually with a stresson retroactive certifications as a way to 'attract

business interest in P/C.activities. It should be noted, however, that

two Pies have become disillusioned with MC after an initial experience

with marketing it. Not only have these PICs found employer respOnse to their

marketing efforts to be rather limited, they have concluded that the kinds of

businesses that are interested in TJTC do not provide the kinds of jobs in

which they are interested in placing CETA partiOpants--jobs with, relatively'

good wages, working conditions, and opportunities for advancement.

Private companies that.assist 16cal employers in taking advantage of TJTC

are active in 14 of our 25 sites. Usually, these companies. screen An employer's

current work fOrce for eligibility for retroactive certifications and establish

procedures fors:Obtaining retroactive certifications from the, Employment Servipe..

They*may also institute a process for checking theel.igibillIty of new employees.

I ,

shortly after they are hired; and obtaining retroactive certifications for them.

The "TJTC vendCis," as they can be called,sometimes chArge a fixed price for

.., their services for a particular firm, depending on the size of the firm in

qUestion, or they take_a percentage, usually 20 -40 %, of the tax savings they

help employers btain. The impact of these firms appears to be slight relative

to total certifi tion actfyity in TJT, but where the TJTC vendors are active

e'
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they definitely increase the demand for retroactive certifications, Employ-.

ment Service offices in some states cooperate with these TJTC vendors, while

in other states they do not.

In almost all of our sites, the marketing activities of these different

types of organizations have not been coordinated with each other, with the

exception of those of NAB metros, which usually contact local Employment .

Service,offices when implementing promotional activities. As with the

system for issuing TJTC vouchers and certifications, the system for market-
._

ing TJTC is a system of random entrepreTrship.

D. EMPLOYER RESPONSE TO TJTC

Overview e.
.

Although the delivery system established for TJTC anticipated a process

.whereby-voochered individuals would. market themselves to employers and employers

would alter their hiring practices to take advantage of the tax sivings, in

actoality,eMployers have tended to participate in TJTC by having eligible members
*

Of;thein existing labor force certified retroactively. Observations by local

TJTC implementers as well as private companies assisting employers,.in obtain-

ing TJTC certifications, suggestjhat a large proportion of the employers par=

: ticipaMng in TJTC are 41ationa irms in, the service sector of the economy.

Many of _the major hotel,!. stlood, grocery, and retail sales chains have

issued policies from their ,natiOnal or regional headquarters encouraging their'

;local offices to take advantage of TJTC eitheriy having their current employees

certified retroactively, or by, referring prospective employees,
(
to the Employ-

mOn ervice forvouchering, or 'both. .A smaller proportion ofTJTC certifica-
.

,Vons (also usually. retroactive) have come from relatively smal l', local, light

manufacturing companies: In part ,.those types'of-employers are Participating ,

more frequently, than other employers because the TJTC delivery system has

52 t
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targeted them when trying to "sell" TJTC--when TJTC implementers are trying

to achieve goals with retroactive certifications, naturally they approach

firms that are likely to have significant numbers of eligible individuals 2.

already in their labor force. But the employer.participation-pattern found

in TJTC stems primarily from the fact that most employers. are unwilling,to

participate in TJTC iilitt7neans,a significant change in their hiring practices,.

and most prefer to have current employees certified retroactively rather than

make "new" TJTC hires. After all; some employers may.not be making new hires,
_

and, moreover, this mode of participation (retroactive certifications) mini-

mizes their contact with the vouchering agencies, provides ample (if, not

maximum) tax savings, and yet does not disrupt their hiring procedures.

Types of Employers Participating

According to TJTC implementers in the Employment Service and other voucher-

ing.agencies, most of the employers participating in TJTC-normally hire from

TJTC target groups. Wages for TJTC hires have tended to be less than $4 per

hour. The jobs have been drawn largely from service tndustrfes, particularly

fast food restaurants and hotels, and from light.manufaCturing firms. In only

3 of the 25 sites ad Employment Service personnel believe that TJTC job orders

had been plaZed by firms that do not normally pia& job eirdis with' EMplOyment

. .

Services anyway.' Discustions-With participating employers Indicate that-they r

are likely to take advantage ofJTC primarily when.th9y have significant numbers

, of TJTC,eligibles already io their labor force." This is probablywhy fest food

. resiauraritsand hotels account 614 such a large portion'of the TJTC,ce ifications,

since' hey tend to employ young people, a number of whom-are.disadva taged.

Types of Occupations .

b

.1.tertifications'have tended to-be in serviCe/ocoottiOns, but certiff-

catio6 have also'iiiikkobtained in a variety of other oCC41-alTions'as well.

.6!

9
Ibb

a
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.

Table 6A lists the percent*distributcon of TJTC certifications by occupations

for the nation as a whole. As own in thetable, approximately one fifth

of TJTC certifications have been in service 'positions. Each of the other

types of occupations' isted in the table.aceount for 9% to 18% of the total

certifications obtaineg, except for professional, technical, and managerial

occupations-and occupations in forestry,.farming, and fishing. The latter

types of occupations each accounted for about 3% of total certifications.

Types of Certifications Obtained

42.

National TJTC data as well as local observations in our study indicate that
°

about two-thirds of the certificatiOns issued in TJTC are retroactive. WhereaL,s;

nationally mandated data for TJTC define a retroactive certification as one

where the date of the hire is mope than fifteen days before the'date of the

voucher andcertification, we made no such slistinction in our study, instead

. .
.

i E4ept-where they are actually discouraged, retroactive certifications
,

.

. ..
.

usually account. folf.-at least half of the certifications issued in our sites.

,...
, r .

...., .

Across our sites; 'retroactive' certifications average almost three-fourths

.

. , ..t

A of the certificatidns issued, up'fro; iWo:thirds-'-at the time-of the/second

.

roundoof field work. Table 6B shows the distribution of sites bi, the.prol;prtion .

% ..

of certifications that weie'retroactive in.th'e'fall. of 1980 and the Winter of-.

e
counting as retroactive any voucher and certification issued after an employee

was hired. But our estimate& are neveritieless quite close to the actbal

figures from national sources.

e 1

1981, demarcating levels by quartiles. The table shows that, while the number-.'

of sites reporting retroactive certifications in excess of three - fourths of

all certifications has declined slightly, the numbO.df,sites reporting ont-

fourth or less certifications being_retroactive ha6iecline4 to zero. -4

Lso

?",0,47

°'
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TABLE 6A: PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF TJTC CERTIFICATIONS BY,
OCCUPATION, CUMULATIVE THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30,11980*

Occupa*h % of Total

Certifications

Prof., ,Tech.,

Mgr.
2.8.

(4,712)

Cler., 10.3
Sales (17,242)

Service. -'. 22.7

(37,818)

Farm; Far., 3.0
Fish. (4,922)

Processing , 9.6
(15,945)

Machine
0 12.1

Trades . (20,147)

Bench - 13.3
Wark (22,122)

Structural 9.0'
(15,052)

Misc. 17.3

r.

*_N's are in parentheses.

°(28,874)
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TABLE 6B: BREAKDOWN BY PROPORTION OF CERTIFICATIONS
THAT ARE

,

RETROACTIVE, FALL 980 AND WINTER 1981

Proportion of Certifications that Are Retroactive

0 to 1/4

Fall, 1980 3

Winter, 1981 0

4"

1/4 to 1/2 1/2 to 3/4 More than 3/4

1

/ 3

12

3 9

56'
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As evidenced in Table"7, national data on retroactive certifications

show a similar pattern. Nationally, for thdse states that reported, retro-

active certifications account for 64% of all certifications issued between

October and December 31, 1980. Only two of the 24 reporting states have

one - fourth or under of their, certifications listed as retroactive, and only

one state has more than three-fourths. In most states, retroactiveicertifi-

cations are about two-thirds of the 'certifications issued.

46

Although evidenceis sparse, indications are that post retroactive certi-

4,-

'fications are for employees that have been on the-job sik
,;,..

months or less.

Although it is impossible to be certain, there are probably two interrela6d

factors that account for this. First, the jobs are. relatively low paying

and are usually in occupations that normally experience high turnover as

employees move to better paying jot's, or jobs with greater opportunities for

advancement. Second, TJTC eligibles themselves may have attitudes and work

. habits that make them less likely than other employees to remain at a single

'job foil extended, periods of time.

Employer Hiring and Firing Practices

Employer hiring and firing practices do not appear to be significantly

influenced by TJTC, even in those cases where employees are applying for

current rathei' than retroactive certifications. The great majority of

employers we talked to said that TJTC had not influenced them in their de-.

cisions to hire certain individuals.

There are only two instances where a strong case can' be made that em-

ployer-hiring decisions have been influenced: when employers place job

orders with the Employment Service specifically requesting vouchered TJTC

referrals and refuse to hire referrals who are ineligible, and when employers



TABLE 7: RETROACTIVE CERTIFICATIONS
REPORTED AS OF OECEMBER 1980

FOR 1st QTR. FY81

State

Total
Certifications

Excluding Co-op td

Alabama 1,503

Alaska 74

Delaware
.........

128

Florida 3,255

Georgia 4,372

Idaho 392 .,

.

Iowa 480

Kansas 386

Kentucky 880

Louisiana 4 '1,183

Maryland .. 753 ..

Mississippi , 853

Missourt 973

Nebraska. 57

New Hampshire 43

: New Mexico 423

`North Carolina 1,997

206

47

.Retroacti%
Certifications. Retroactive

Oregon '2,030 wp

_ South Dakota ' 239.

'Tennessee. 1,001

'Texas 2,252

Vtrginia s . .1,155

Washington 1,446

West Virgilita 94

. TOTAL 2S,969 16,608

1,039

45

, 76-

2,306 ,

3,340

-260
...

.

69

61

59:

71

76

6

194 40

98 25

537 61.

701 -59

336' . 45
r

1

641 if 75 /

128 13

39 68

18 (-

311 74

1,389 70

.1,225
//1

60

70

..._.

29

653
/

65

1,546 69

703 61

892 62

59 63

64%

9
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refer prospective employees to designated agencies-for vouchering prior to

makinli the hiring decision (the latter is called a "reverse referral"). A

few reverse referrals have been reported in our sites, usually for fast food

restaurants that are trying to maximize their tax savings- But reverse re-i

ferrals are, quite rare, occurring onl. in a few sites and then usually due

to a single firm or chain. In contr st TJTC job or ers are being placed in -

many of our sites, but employers that place the or ers are usually&lling

to icCeptsreferralS that are ineligi'ble for TJTC. Although TJTC job orders

seldom are in large numbers; many of the current certifications (as opposed

to retroactive'certifications) are obtained in this way. Another, almost

equally frequent way, is for thelmployment Service`to inform employers about

TJTC after they have hired a vouchered TJTC participant.

Employers 'state that they almost never allow TJTC to influence their

e

firing decisions. Usually, the person that must make firing decisions does
'KA

not even want to know which of his employees are certified. The most impor-

N1/4 tent thing from the employer's perspective is the employee's performance,
,

, .

which, if unsatisfactory,.Cannot be outweighed by a small tax savings.

.Spille:to Other Programs

..,,,,,

. ,

a,

Although infrequent, thire has been some spillover from TJTC to other

Employment Service an

1
.CETA programs. In twOsites, CETA Prime Sponsors

have used TJTC in co Unction with OJT, and they report that TJTC has made

OJT more attractive to emplOyers. They point out, however, that they are

developing OJT slots with the same types of employers as before; TJTC simply

makes it easier.

Spillover for the Employment Service is coming Mainly through retroactive .

certifications. In ten of our sites, Employment Service offices report that
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there have been a small number of cases where employers,,after having part of

their labor force retrocertified, Rlace job orders with the Employment. Service,

someffmes specifying TJTC referrals, sometimes not. Employment Service per-

sonnel point Put, however, that retroactive certifications are not generating

a large enough number of new job orders to'make it, in the Employment Service's,

view, Worth the effort to issue the retroactive certifications, nor do Employ-

ment Service personnel believe they are receiving job orders from employeri

that are much different from employers that normally place job orders with

them.

E. TYPES Or.OARTICIPANTS SERVED (-22:-.

Overview

. Seventy percent pf TJTC vouchers and almost ninety percent-of TJTC

certifications (hires) have been-in the two youth target groups--economically

disadvantaged youth, and students in cooperative education. -Three factors

. have converged to produce this client service pattern. First, relative to

the other target groups, the.40-1411Arget groupt are a large proportion of

the intaken, eligible poNlat...)Lon, and hence for this reason alone they are

more likely than the othet' target groups to obtain a large proportion of the.

vouchers and certifications'that are issued. Second, the largest and most

job-development oriented agencies in the delivery system--the Empyment

Service, CETA Prime'Spdnsors, and local school systems with approved coopera-

tive education programs--serve the youth targetlroups, while t4-smaller

and sometimes less job- development oriented agencies have responsibility

for vouchering and referrihg the others target groups. .In other words, the

resources of the delivery system are concentrated on the youth groups. Third,

the youth target groups appear to be more employable then the Other target

groups. Students in cooperative education have no stigma_p the job market
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like some of the other target groups. And economically disadvantaged youths,

although probably less competitive on the labor market than cooperative educa-

tion students, are usually job-ready and are often willing to accept most any

type of job.

T is is not to sajf;-however, that the other target groups are not being

served, or that they should not be included as target groups in TJTC. It is

simply,to point out that TJTC is in large part a youth tax credit, and to

provide an explanation,of AS, this is the case in practice. The re nder

)
,

this section provides a more detailed analysis of TJTC client service

pattern.

Target Group Vouchering and Certification Activity

There has been little change over time in the proportion of vouchers and

certifications issued to eacf0:0' the target groups: Table 8 shows the per

centage of vouchers issued to didb target grouRt4ween April and December

1980. As can he see' in the table, economically disadvantaged youths have

consistently received between 41% and 47% of TJTC vouchers, and students

in cooperative edudation have received between 23% and 29%. Aside from
+ht.

recipients of Social Security Insurance,. the other target groups have been ''
4.

receiving between 4% an 10% of the vouchers. Most of the fluctuation in the

proportion of vouchers :issued to the target groups stems from changing levels

of service to cooperative education students, who are served at lower levels

during the Summer months when school is not in session.

Table 9 shows the percentage of certifications issued for each of the

target groups over the same period 'of.time (April-December, 1980). Economically

disadvantaged youths have been receiving about 30% to 37% of the certifications,

while students in cooperative education have been receiving between 46% and

53%. Cboperative edffcation students have *seen receiving a larger share of

61



TABLE 8: PERCENT OF VOUCHERS ISSUED FOR,EACH
TARGET GROUP, APRIL-DECEMBER, 1980

.

Cumulative , Cumulative Cumulative .

'.Through - Through Through
Group April', 1980 August, 1980 .December; 1980.

.

YoUth' 41.5% 45.6%
(12,831) (259,142)

Viet Vets

Ex-Convicts

Handicapped

7.0
(25,722) (39,887)

6.7
(53,518)

6.9 7.3 7

26,880) (41,470) _,( 347)

6.1 6.1 5.7
(24,001) (34,7811- (46,644) .

29.37 -..'1 --23.5 24.1
... s

(114,838) ,..--"'' (133,433) (191,218)

A.---
Welfare 941- 10.2 9.6

--05,679) .(58,068) (76,415)

SSfRecipients .5 .3

(2,045) . (1,692)

Total 100.0% 100.0%
(391,996) (568,473).

a`

. .

62 .

....

'

(2,298)

100.0%
(796,333)

00*
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TABLE 9: P,ERCENT-Or CERTIFICATIONS ISSUED FOR EACH
TARGET GROUP, APRIL-DECEMBER, 1980

Cumulative
Through.

December, 1980

36.7%
(149i517).

1

k

:

Grou 4

4

Cumulative
Through

April:, 1980

e

,,

Cumulative
Through

August, 1980-.

Youth .

Viet Vets is4

Ex.:Convicts°

Handicapped

Coop Youth

31,4t
°,(88,082).

4.0
(8,622)

*

4.4

(9,597)

.

5.3
(11;489)

53.0
(114,838)

s4.

36.0%
(102,311).

4.4
(12,529) '

4.9

(13,871
.

5.7 s

(16,182) .
.

. 46.9
"(133,433)',

fare

.
52

Ai*

4.2
-" (17,074)

.., 4
4 :8,

: (18,5p)

5.1

-(20,947) "

.

47.2)
(192,218)

1.5. 2.0 2.04 ,

(3,20) (5,832) , '(8,273)

SSI Recipients

Total

:3 .

,(711)

`100:0i

(216,702)

.

.3

(73G)

100.0%
(284,598)

.

.24

(971)

100.0%
(407,532r

It

63°
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certifications ban they have received'of vouchers because cooperative educe-'

tion studen's Must have already been placed in jobs in order to participate in

.''

a cooperative educapon program. With the exception of Social Security Insur-
I

recipients, the other target groups have been receiving between and 6%

of the TJTC CertificatiOns.

Agency Voucherinpand Certification Activities

There has also been little variation over time in the proportion of

vouchers issued and certifications obtained by each of the agencies in TJTC'S

delivery system. Table 10 shows the percentage of vouchers issued by each

vouchering agency between April and December 1980. The agencies issuing

the most voucher's since TJTC began are CETA Prime Sponsors (19.5%), the

Employment Service (L46.2%, and schools with pproved cooperative education

programs (2471%), Together, these agencies ha e consistently issued about

90% of all TJTCvouchers. The onl9 other agencies, issuing significant

levels of vouchers are welfare and vocational rehabilitation agencies.

Table 11 shows the percentage. of certificationrap!ainedlby each agency

during the same period (April-December,1980). As with voucherfn, the

most successful agenciei (in the-sense of obtaining certifications) are CETA

Prime Sponsors (11.5 %), -the Employment Service (35.2%), and cooperative

education programs (47.2%).

pdt!IptionotshomoneitherweloorvOtoquicibellotol,that the

Employment Service'and CETA Prime Sponsors are serving mainly econogliCally

disadvantaged youth. In Fiscal Year 1980,74.5% of the vouchers issued by CETA

Prime Sponsors and 67.2% by the Employment Service were for the disadvantaged

youth target group.

sDemographic Cparacteri tics of Participants'Served

National data on the demographic characteristics of individuals served

by TJTC are available only for TJTC participants not in the'cooperative

61 K
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TABLE 10: PERCENT OF VOUCHERS ISSUED BY EACH
VOUCHERING AGENCY, APRIL- DECEtIB'ER, 1980

CETA

ETA Grantees

Vocational
Rehabilitation

operative
E ation

.

Welfare

Social

Security

Veterans
Administration

54

sr Cumulative .
Through

April, 1980"

Cumulative
Through

August, 1980

. Cumulative
Through

December, 980

1:6.7%

(65,743)

..

19.2%

(109,179)

.15.5%
(154,968)

.06 .07 .15
(254) (440) (1,189)

5.3 . 5.1 4.6
(20,605) (28,831) (36,484)

. . u

. 29.30 23'.5 24.1

.(114,822) (133,420) (192,204)

3.2 4.6 4.2
(12,659) .(25,390) (33,582)

`1 .09 .07

(392) (487) (550)

.1' .12 ,

(450) (665) (943)

Employment 43.9
Vervice (172,165) (263,1471 (367,754)

Wier .3. 1.2., 1.1
.

dP
Total.

Jo.

V
$

a

ft,

4.

a

(4,906) (6,912) (8,659)
No. ,--

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(391,996) (568,473) . (796,333)

°

65.

A
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TABLE 11:' PERCENT OF CERTIFICATIONS OBTAINED BY'EAtH
VOUCHERING AGENCY, APRIL-DECEMBER, 080*

9

(aliulative Cumulative
-^ Through Through

Agency ,peril, 1980 Au ust, 1

'---\ CiTA /,)

4

ETA Grantees .

Vocational _L

Rehabilitation

Cooperative'
Education-

Welfare

55

Cumulative
Through

December, 1980

9.6
(20,764)

.02

(52)

0

11.5%.

t32,6 a3

.0(,)5)

11.5%

(46,944)

(139)

4.7 4.9
. .

.4.4
(10,279) (13,969) (17,718)

53.0 46.9 47.2
(114,822) (133,420) (192,204)

.53 .6 .51

(1,157), (1,626) (2;056)

44to

Social .10 . .07

;Security (2251- (269) . (300)

Oterans .1 ,
.c., .09 _ .09

. - Administration (209)- (266) ("355)

,

Employment
Service

Other

Total -'_Th

,
30.8
(66,652)

1.2 ,

(2,542)

100.0%
(216,702)

34,.7

(98,681)

, 1.3
(3,669)

100.0%
(284,598)

,

.

35.2-
(143,226)

1.1

(4,594

100.0%
(407,532)

A

6

66'
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education student target group. When cooperative education students are

excluded,:vouchers and ceg*fitations were issued predominantiffor males
xe

between the ages of 19 and 6. Oveno40%, were issued for minorities.

.

Ther have been a few significant change c.'er time in the demographic

cha t istics of TJTC participants. Table 12 shows the percentage of total

vouchers and cerqficatins issued for Blacks, Hispanics; and veterans

(excluding cooperative education students) between April and OeceMber 1980.

As can be seen in the table, the relative service to Blacks and veterans.has

declined steadily over time, while service to HiSpanics s risen. Our

research at the local level provides no explanation for this phenomenon.

Clint Response to TJTC,.)---/

Generally, there has been very little resistance by clients to either

, 'vouchering or supplying information for retroacti;ie,ce'rtifiCation. Employ-

ment Service administrators that issue vouchers, as well.'as people in private
.

,

Arms that have assisted employers in obtaining retroactive certifications

for their'emploYees, state that most,of.tht TJTC eligibles are respectful______.
. . , ,_

.

,.

of People.tn authority and reluctant tO refuse to supply information to
, . c. . e.

.

government agents or employers. Several of the TJTC vendors with whom'we

talked stated that they had been able to get ex-employees to go to an

'Empl'oyment Service office for certification even when, clearly, these people

had little or nothing to gain from their efforts. Overall, resistance to

vouchering has been very rare, while resistance to supplying information for

retroactive certification, although also rare, has tended to occur in firms

whereemployer-employee'relatiops are strained already.

The question remains, however, as to whether vouchered TJTC participants

are using the voucher when trying to develop a job. To our knowledge, no one
/ a
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TABLE 12: PERCENT OF TO L VOUCHERS AND CERTIFICATIONS ISSUED FORBLAbKS, HISPANICS
AND VETERANS, EXCLUDING COOPERATIVE EDUCATION STUDENTS, APRIL-DECEMBER, 1980.*

$

*
VOUCHERS

A .

-

a ,

CERTIFICATIONS

.

APRIL, 1980 SEPTEMBER, 1980

.. f.,

DECEMBER, 1980 APRIL, 130

v \
SEPTEMBER,1980 DECEMBER, 1980,-.1

la

BLACKS

-

.

36% 35.0%

,

32 ,4%

t.,,

,37%
. .

.

35.0% 32.9%

HISPANICS

.

8% 8.7% ' ° 9..9% 9% 9.6%

.

11.1%

`:VETERANS

, .

'.` 16% 17.6% 14.3%
.

14%

.,

_

14.6%

..

,

11.8%

Oerdentages for April and September 1980 are based-on cumulative vouchers_and_certifications issued'by the end of thq
months,in question. PerCentages for December 1980 are based on vouchers and certifications issued onlyi'between
Octobelr.1 And December 31, 1980.

J'v,
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has *tracked this aspect of TJTC systematically. But there is evidence to

suggest Oat in many cases TJTC vouchers are not used by TJTC eligibles as a'

self-marketing tool. Employment Service offices that have experimented with

blanket vouchering and self-marketing frequently find large numbers of

completed vouchers lying on the ground outside the offices where vouchers are

issued., Presumably, if some vouchered participants discard their vouchers_

immediately upon leaving the vouchering office still others do so later,

AP.
,

and others' keep them but never use them. _Hence it is probably safe to

conclude that, because of client resistance, TJTC tras not been adequately

tested as a self-marketing aide to employment.

7o
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III. ASSESSMENT AND EXPLANATIONS OF TJTC PERFORMANCE

A. INTRODUCTION

As stated in Sectidn I, an adequate assessment of TJTC performance

requires consideration of delivery system activity, employer utilization,

and impacts on employer hiring, firing, and retention decisions. In examining

59

each of these aspects of TJTC performance, actual results are contrasted

with expected results so that it is possible to inform the (sometimes implicit)

assumptions underlying TJTC's design--assumptions about the delivery system,

and employer and client motivations. In the preceding section describing

r,
patterns bf performance in TJTC, it was shown that the delivery system has

(......

implemented TJTC adequately but certainly not optimally, employer participation

has been modest and largely through retroactive certifications, the credit

is serving predominantly the youth target groups, and the hiring, firing, and

\retention

decisions of.partitipating employers have not `ben significantly

influenced by the tax savings offered by TJTC. In this, the third section

of the report, explanations are offered for why TJTC's actual performance has

departed from the performance that could be expected from it. The section

considers weak implementation by the delivery system, low or at least modest
r

levels of employer participation, unaltered employers personnel decisions,

and the effects'of implementation on performance.

R. DELIVERY SYSTEM RESPONSE

. Productivity

a

rn expecting the delivery system to implement TJTC without significant

funding for this purpose, TJTC's designers made their most serious mistake tr-

in assuming that TJTC would increase the productivity--the placements'

achieved per man-hour worked--of the designated vouchering agencies.

Although TJTC is a tax credit, it is far from self-administering. Agencies
4,o0
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must locate persons, eligible for the credit and document their eligibility.

In some states, and particularly for the economically disadvantaged target

groups, cocumentation requirements are severe and place a heavy burden,

on thevouchering agencies. Likewise, the vouchedng process itself takes

time, as does certification. And, of course, the tax credit must jkso be

.marketed. Since marketing through mass medie(at least on the scale

date) does not appear to TJTC implementers to be very effective, face-

face approaches are required, and they take a substalitial amount of time.,

In contrast, the payoff in terms of pfacements from TJTC appear to

be fairly small. Most employers simply want their current employees to

be certified retroactively, and this does not at all improve the placement

rates of the vouchering agencies. To be sure, "blanket vouchering"--,

vouchering all eligible clients and sending them out to do their own job

search--can and does generate placements and certifications, butthe staff

time devoted to blanket vouchering does not o be worth the few

certifications obtained. Naturally, therefore, esignated vouchering

agencies often try to minimize the time they put into TJTC.

el

Contusion of Agency Responsibility,

Another problem in the delivery system established to implement TJTC

is the I'timber of agencies involved, the confusion of agency responsibility,

and the variation in vouchering procedures across agencies. Although the

Employment Service was given responsibility for coordinating the marketing

and implementation G( TJTC, it was given no authority with which to carry

out this responsibility. It is almost useless for local Employment Service

offices tb try to coordinate the efforts of the other vouchering%agencies

in their area, because the latter respond to the offices above them in their

organizations, not to parallel agencies they compete with at the local level.r

72
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And, moreover, even when state Employment Service offices negotiate

cooperative arrangements with th"ther vouchering agencies at the state
4

level, the arrangements are usually too vague to have much meaning at the

local level. Consequently, the'- implementation of TJTC by vouchering

agenctes at the local level is fragmented and uncoordinated, and the

4g
particular combination of agencies that are involved in any given area

is usually a function of the interests of local actors.

There are at least two consequences that follow from the uncoordinated

nature of the TJTC delivery system. First, there is not much sense of

responsibility for TJTC on the part of the various vouchering agencies,

because no one clearly in charge. Many of the agencies simply expect the

Employment Service to carry the load. Second, vouchering procedures vary

across the designated agencies, and employers are faced with what they

perceive to be a complicated array of forms. Any employer that wants to

participate by hiring from all of the target groups may get several

different forms for screening the various groups. If he wants to be

efficient, he will himself have to develop a single questtonbaire for

screening for membership in alLof the target groups.
.

Resistance to New-Procedures

In failing to provide significant funding for TJTC's implementation,

TJTC's designers also appear to have seriously underestimated the extent,

to which bureaucracies resist changes in their established procedures.

This means simply that productivity is not the only motive of the vouchering

agencies, at least at the bottom where most of the actual work with clients

and employers is done. Generally, we have found that TJTC managers in the

vouchering agencies support TJTC.and want to see it implemented, expecting

at least some return in placements. At the operational level where vouchering

7 3
4
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and job development are done, howe'Ver, support for TJTC is almost totally

absent. Interviewers that conduct the eligibility determination seldom

ever know if their clients'are Actually placed, or whether TJTC mule

any difference. for them, the vouchering process is just additional work

for which they receive no award. The same holds for job developers if most

of the certifications are retroactive. Clearly, they are unlikely to be

interested in spillover to other programs in which they are not involved,

nor are they frequently concerned about their agency's image at some time

Alv

in the distant future. In short, without clear and strong incentives for

implementation, lower level program administrators are unlikely to implement

TJTC enthusiastically.

Summary

. In summary, there are at, least three serious' problems in the delivery

system established to implement TJTC. Fir,t, the system requires a great

deal of effort from the vouchering agencies and yet appears to yield few

new placements that would not have been obtained Without the credit. In

other wordi the costs of implementing.TJTC appear to outweigh heavily

the benefits to the implementing agency. Second, lines of responsibility

and authority in the delivery system are unclear. Seven agencies are

involved, but no agencyis undisputably in charge. Third, the assumption

that designated agencies Would implement TJTC in order.iiq increase their .

placement rates seriously underestimates resistance to changes in procedures

at the lower levels of bureaucracies. "Street level bureaucrats," as they 4.

are sometimes cal 1, are seldom interested im their agency's overall place-
.

mentrate, much less] in rather intangible results like an improved image

in the business community, or spillover to other programs.
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C. EMPLOYER RESPONSE

The Tax Savings

In discussing TJTC with 'employers, one of the views that repeatedly

--
emerges is that the tax savings from,TJTC are not large enough to induce .

/npleyers to altertheir,hiring practices significantly. Most of the TJTC

target groups are not viewedby employers as being as productive as the

other people on the labor marlc4et looking fdr entry level jobs, or, in

the case of,,the handicapped and ex-offenders, they may have characteris---

tics that make employers reluctant to hire them.

In contrast, however, the tax savings are-fairly small. As previously

stated, because an employer's normal deductions, for wages must be reduced

by the amount of the credit claimed, net TJTC savings depend on the em-
..,

ployer's tax bracket. For each eligible4cmployee paid $6000 or more dur-.,

ing the first-year of employment, savings can range from $900 for an

, emplOyer in the 70 percenti!ax bracket to $2580 for one in the 14 percent

bracket. Assuming that the employee works 2000-hours per year, the savings

for the employer range between $1.29 and $.45 per 'hour. Given that many

employers anticipate lost revenues due to the perceived lower productivity

of TJTC target groups, it ispnot clear from the employer's perspective

that participation in TJTC is profitable for many companies, at least

'participation in the sense of altering hiring practices. Retroactive

certifications are another matter, but there are also barriers to employer

pa fcipatelon in this 'form.

Liabilities

Another reason for low levels of employer utilization of TJTC,may be

'lack of tax liabilities by many firms. If firms are not profitable,

\or if they- have
*4
dissipated their tax liabilities y charging them to

75
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other tax credits, then they have nothing to gain immediately bi .

participating in TJTC.

In discussing this with employers as a poisible reason for modestdisccussing

participation in TJTC, we have found some evidence in support

of it, but nothing widespread. Moreover, employers in the California

Employment Development Department's survey of their Employer Advisory

Committees did not mention limited tax liabilities as a barrier to

employer participation. And the high levels of employer participation

in the New Jobs Tax Credits raises additional doubts that employer

participationjin TJTC is low because tax liabilities are relatively rare.

Onefactorundertihing the lack of tax liabilities as a barrier

to employer participation in employment tax credits generally (TJTC included)

is the authorization to carry the credit back three years or forward

seven years. Firms can use the'credits to recoup taxes paid in the

pashas well as to save on possible taxes in the future. Since they

cannot know in advance 9;1 their tax liabilities are likely to be for

the next seven- years, they may be motivated to participate in TJTC just

to be safe.

1nRloyer Attitudes and, Hidden Costs

4e il
. Both employers and TJTC implementers agree that/the single most

'important reason why many eTployers refuse to participate in TJTC - -even

* by way of retroactive certifications--is fear of the government. This

supported by the California Employment Developmen Department's

survey of its Employer Advisory Groups. The fear of govertiment is expressed .

in various ways: fear of "red tape," fear of government intrusion into

hiring decisions, fear of IRS audits, feat of becoming treated like a

federal contractor. But regardless of how it is expre;sed, the fear prevades
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the business community and is a major barrier to generatln4-employer

participation in TJTC. In effect, it leads employers to conclude thit

the hidden costs of participating in TJTC are quite high. When ttese

costs are,added to the revenues that are estimated to be los(from the

perceived lower productivity of TJTC target groups, often they far out-

weigh the tax savings that TJTC offers.

However(, three things need to be emphasized about this conclusion that

"fear of government" leads any employers to refuse to. participate in

TJTC even by way of retroactive certifications. First., as evidenced by

;'

the large number of retroactive as well as current certifications that have

been obtained, not all employers, hold this attitude. Second, employers are

,unwilling,to participate in ..TJTC even though they are usually quite willing

to take advantage of other tax credits, because unlike other tax credits

TJTC requires,a considerable amount of'cqntact with government agencies,

particularly the Employment Service but other Neuchering agencies as well.

hx

Third, although bmployers may Ve familiar w3th;the Internal Revenue, Service

and indeed may be in contact with the "Ifq quite regulaily, this familiarity

does Ipt 'necessarily eliminate their fear of government. Generally,

employers would Oefer.to limit their contacts with 'the IRS as far, as

possible. In short, although not all employers fear government
se'

in

1ense,and many dial with government agencies routinely, many employers

would nevertheless like to avoid participation in a tax credit that in their
aN sr

view may require more contact with government than the savings is,worth.

1

Screening Employees and Applicants for Eligibility

Finally, 4 third and equally serious problem in TJTC, from the

, emo/foyet:'s perspective, is the difficulty of altering hiring practices

even if the employer so desired. Repeatedly, employers have told us that
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in their ew Ureening jop,applicants fo(TJTC eligibility may be a v ation

of fiir biring laws, 'or at the veryleast expose them to law suits from

disappointed applicants. Moreover:, screening applicants for eligibility

itself.requires a commitment of personnel from the employer. People have-,,,

to be trained.to administer.a questionnaire, and they must administer

it.

The problem in screening applicants and employees fqr.TJTC.efigibility
, .

largely explains why a number of for-profit firms have begun to sell_this,

service to employers. Significantly, however, often, even when these firms
.

do the screening of applicants, employers do not w nreligibility determined

until after the applicant is actually hired. Empl yeas simply do not want

their hiring decisions influenced by the tax credit, although they may

desire to take advantage of the tax credit later. Of course, this means

that employer hiring decisions are not being affected.

Summary

1

In summary, there are at least three barriers ,locking a positive

response to TJTC from employers. First, the tax credit itself is recarded

as small and sometimes outweighed by the perceived lower productivity of

TJTC target groups, particularly if the employer is in Vil5gh tax bracket.

Second, employers re extremely skeptical of government programs and as

a result assume that the bidden costs associated With participation in

TJTC are quite high, higher than the tax savings itself. And, third,

employers are reluctant to screen ,job applicants for TJTC eligibility

because tjiey believe this violates fair hiring laws, they do not want to

devote personnel time to it, and they donot want their hieing decisions

influenced by a tax credit.

c,
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D. EFFECTS OF IMPLEMENTATION ON PERFORMANCE

Introduction

There is something of a chicken-and-egg problem in trying to explain

why TJTC does not appear to be significantly increasing the private/sector

employment opportunities of TJTC target groups, On one hand, it might be

argued that the employer response to TJTC has been weak, and limited.

largely to retroactive ceftifications, because-the delivery system has

done little to advertise the tax credit and.has geared its activities to

retroactive certifications in order to achievequickly numerical goals

for certifications,/ On the other hand, however, it could also be argued

that the delivery system has been reluctant to implement TJTC aggressively

because the employer response has been weak and, focused as it is on

retroactive certifications, has had little impact on the implementing

agencies' ability to place their clients. In short, is TJTC's modest

performance due 'to inadequate delivery, or to flawlin the incentives it

offers to employers, or both?

One way to address this question is to determine if the employer

response to TJTC was relatively positive in sites where implementationo

was relatively strong, and relatively negative where implementation was

weak. 'However, there are serious limitations in the conclusions that can

be reached from this type of analysis. First, it provides explanations

only of variation in performance across sites, not the absolute level of

performance achieved relative to expected performance. Even in those

sites where TJTC has been implemented strongly, with high levels of

marketing, blanket.vouchering, and efficient .responses to employer requests

for information, TJTC has failed to generate A strong employer response

that focuses on-"new" rather than retroactive certifications. And hence it

°

as
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would be incorrect to conclude that, because employer utilization of

TJTC is better in sites where it was implemented strongly,'weak 0

implementation was entirely responsible for poor performance:or expected

performance could have been achieved if implementation had been better.

Ali that can be concluded, if some variation in performance is attribut-

able to variation,in implementation,' is that performance might be

marginally improved by implementation ntivies found'in sites where the-
AP

employer response to TJTC is relatively positive.

Second, as in any statistical analysis, questions of causality cannot .

be answered, althoygh the statistical analysis can inform assumptions that

bear on these questions. For example, it may be the case that certain

types of implementation are associated with certain types and levelt of

employer response to TJTC. But this does not necessarily mean that the

employer resporo was in some sense caused4by theimplementation. It

could be the case that the implem tation procedures in question were

established in response to the w y.employers participated in TJTC and the

types of employers that dec to participate. In some of our sites we

have indeed found this'to-be the case.. And the statistical analyiis'must

be informed by this'evidence.

The analysis presented here examines the relationship between, on thq,

one hand, implementation variaples and indicators of local economic activity,

and on the other hands TJTC performance as measured by the proportion of

certifications that are retroactive, and the percenthe of planned certifi-.

cationelachieved by the Employment Service within the .ites included in

the Study. These were the only quantifiable pe nceindicators

available in most of our sites, and even they not as reliable as.we would

like. The implementation variables included in t analysis are the goals of

0
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program administratOrs, TJTC administrative procedures, involvement by

.various,groups and organiations, and advertising techniquy.4.
4

d

Employment Service Goals

In most of our site?, TJTC implementers in the Employment Service

formulated goals for TJTC when they dec ded how to implement it. In some

sites, local offices forMulatedonly numerical goals for certifications.

°and vouchers (or had these goals imposed on them by State Employment Service

fl

Fu
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offices), and wanted%imply to achieve these goals. In other sites,

administrators developed non - numerical as well as numerical goals, hoping

a not only.to achieve specified levels of certificatlons, but also increase

placements for TJTC target groups, expand and improve relations With

employers, and/1 develop new or better relations with the otherovoucherin

, agencies. Still other sites viewed TJTC skeptically and developedno goals

for it at 411, even though they may have had numerical goals imposed on them

by their superiors. The.posture taken by local Employment Service officest.

toward retroactive certifications also varied'across our sites, with

0,1

Employment Service offices in som sitesmpromoting retroactive certifications,

some simply responding to employer requests for them, 4nd.some actually

s'r

r ° discouraging them by making it difficUlt for employers to obtain them.,
0

As might be expected, these goali do appear to have affected TJTC

,

performance. Table 13-showsthe average percentage of certifications that

were retroactive, and the average percentage of planned oirtificatioris
-vs

achieved, for the sites broken down *heir goals and postures toward
`\ . ,. .., ::

retroactive cAifications. As shown in the'Table, Employment prviee offices

that discouraged retroactive certificationS' haVe a lower precentage of

*certificati*t that are retroactive than offices that either encouraged or

promoted them.. Moreover, it appears that the level of certqicationgoal.
0,
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TABLE13:. AVERAGE PERCENT OF°CERTIFICATIONS RETROACTIVE, AND AVERAGE .P-ERC.ENT OF PLANNED
CERTIFICATIONS - ACHIEVED FOR SITES' BY VARIATION-IN EMPLOyMENT-SERVICE7GOALS

'AS OF MARCH 1981*

% Certifications
Retroactive

%'Planaed Certification.
Achieved

Promote 76% (8) 87% (4)
. 4.

. Accept 80% (14) 70% (7)

, Discourage,'" 68% (3) . 52% (2,)

Numerical °

Only 76% (12) 55% (7)

0.e
Numerical °&

, 58%'(5), t ,89%' (4).

No 'Goals . -74% (8) 100% (2)

ES Posture .

./' Toward

Retroactive
Certifications'

'

TS Goals

*N's are in parenthesgb. N=13 for %_planned certifications achieved because only 13 sites,could
provide both-certffIcations goals,andgnumbers of certificbtions4,chieved.

;
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achievement is dependent at least in part on, the way Employment Service

offices handle retroactives, with the level of goal achievement going up

directly as a function of the extent to which Employment Se'rvice offices

assist employers in obtaining them. Apparently, those' Employment Service

offices which ane. achieving or approaching numerical goals for certificatiOns

are doing so in part through the issuance of retroactives.

The relationship between TJTC performance and the types,of goals held

by Employment Service offices iA less clear. Those Employment Service
-

offices with non-numerical as well as'numerical goals for TJTC experience

je

better TJTC performance than offices in other sites, in terms of having both

a relatively low level of retroactive certifications and yet an acceptable

level of goal achievement. But Employment Service offices with no goals do

well at numerical goal achievement even though they claim not to care about

it, while Employment Service offices that claim to want to achieve nOmerical,

goals evidence pOoriOerformance on this very indicator. All that can -be

said from this is that, unless TJTC is viewed as a placement tool, performance'

is likely to be random or at least dependent on contextual faCtOrs Outside

administrative control.

'TJTC Administrative Arrangements

TJTC administrative arrangements affect performance modestly but fn
.

predictable directions. Table 14 shows the average percentage of certifica-

.tions that are retroactive, and the average percentage of planned certifica-

tionsachieved, for Employment Service offices broken down by their vouchei4-
,

ing strategy and their integration of TJTC into other program activities.

Predictably, those.sites that do little or no-client vouchering and focus

. -instead on retroactive certifications experience a high proportion of certifi-

cations that are retroactive and do well at achiev1ng planned certification

e
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TABLE 14: AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF CERTIFICAVIONS RETROACTIVE, AND AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF
PLANNED CERTIFICATIONS ACHIEVED, FOR SITES BY ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS
AS OF MARCH 1981*

ES

'Vouchering
Strategy

Relation 'Linked 67%.(10)
to Other
IS Programs Not Linked 75% (15),

,

% Certifications % Planned CertifiCations
Retroactive Achieved

Blanket 49% (4) 79% (3)

Selective 74% (17) 69% (9)

Retro-Certification . 85% (4) 90% (1)

88% (6)

60% (7)

3*

0

*Nss_are in parentheses. N.13 for % planned certifications achieved because only 13 sites could
provide both certification goals and numbers of certifications achieved.
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levels. Selective,vouchering is also associated with a fajrly high level of
A

retroactive certifications but with limited goal achievement. The most

successful vouchering strategy, in terms of 5eing able to achieve a low.

lege) of retroactive certifications and yet a respectable level of goal

.

achievement, is blanket vouchering. From the perspective of Employment
.

Service offices, theiextra work involved in blanket vou6ering'may not be

worth the certifications achieved, but..it appears that blanket vouchering ,

air

does generate significant numbe of new RUC hires ,

Similarly, relatively-su essful performance is also associated with

Employment Service offices that have linked TJTC to their other programs.

0. Usually this linkage is established simply by using .TJTC as part of the job
,

development process.at least for some clients, although in some cases

(California, for example) TJTC is-linked not just to the placement'process,

but to other tax credits and special ,programs. As shown in Table 14, sites
te,

where Employment Service offices established such linkages achieved 4 high

percentage of planned and yet had only an average proportion

73

of certifications that were retroactive. In contrast, certification goal

) achiev4Ment was low and retroacve certificationswere high in sites where

no linkages were established between T a other Employment Service programs.

In these sites, TJTC is usually being us d nly for retroactive certifications

and in response to employer job orders requesting vouchered participants.

. Group Involvement

The delivery system established for TJTC encouraged a Aber of agencies

nd organizations to coordinate their efforts. Table 15 4)ists the- average

.
ercentage of planned certifications achievedkand.the average percent&ge of

certifications that were retroactive, for our sites broken down by the ,

. level.of involvement of
0
a number of agencies and organizations. The Table

4

shows an:Association between relagiely high levels Of goal achievement

aneactive involl/ement bylocal Employment Service offices, state E ployment

..,.c , 85...,

.,_
. ,...: . ...rm.
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Service offices, and private firms assisting employers in obtaining

certifications. The proportion of certifications that are retroactive

is relatively high where Private Industry Councils and TJTC vendors

are active, c predictable' finding given that both of these types of

organizations have been promoting retroactive certifications. The

most successful performance, as measured by low levels of retroactive

certifications and yet high levels of certification 'goal ahievement, is

found in the two sites where Employment Service involvement is high. In

these sites, local Employment Service offices are implementing TJTC

enthusiastically, they have integrated it into their placement process, and

41
have marketed it with a variety of advertising techniques.

4

The surprising finding from the Table is.that involvemen4by CETA prime

Sponsors and based organizations is associated with low levels of

certification goal achievement. Our res.earcht the local levels suggests

that Employment Service - offices are more likely than PrimeAbongors and

Community based organitations to view TJTC favorablrlihd use it as a

placement tool. The findingin Table 15 suggests that TJTC performance is
4

more successful in sites where Prime'Sponsors have given responsibility for

TJTC to the Employment Service rather than keeping it themselves. And this

may be because Employment Service offices are more likely to implement TJTC

enthusiastically and have more experience,wit'h direst placement programs

than Piime Sponsors.
a

Marketing Approaches

In our discussions with TJTC implementers at the local level we have

frequently heard somplaints about the lack of a majors national advertilsinq
J 4

campaign for TJTC. And yet we have also heardilmany implementers claim that

face tot face marketing apPreachbs aretheTonly way to "sel.l" a targeted

14
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__TABLE 15: Averag Percentage of CgrtificAtibna_Retroactive,
Percen age of Plgnned Certifications
Differ nt Types of Groups

High

ES Involvement Medium

Low

and Average
Achieved, for Sites by

Involved As of March 1981t

% Ceitifications % Planned CertificAons
Retroactive Achieved

3n (2)

73% (13)

76% (10)

100+% (2)

76% (5)

61% (6)

'
Involved 82 %(5)

c
72%.(3)'-

PIC Involvement Not Involved 69% (20) 73% (10)

Many 91% (3) 96% (1)

TJ Vendors Some 70% (6) 73% (4)

None 1 064% (16) 65% (8)

4 'Involved .
79% (16) 55% (7)

PS InvolveRent
Not Involved i. 59% (9) . 93% (6)

Involved 73% (S) \ 65% (4) Act

_CB0 Involvement
Not Involved 71% (17) 7.6% (9)

High 74% (13) 81% (8)
State' ES

Involvement Low - 69% (12) 60% (5),

.
.

.

*Nes are in parentheses. N.13 for % planned certifications achieved because only .

13 sites could provide both certification goals and numbers of certifications achieved.

4mO
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employment tax credit. To try to address this_apparentdisagreement, we

systematically investigatqd the.types of marketing approaches used in our

sites and examined TJTC performance where different approaches were used.

Table 16 lists the average.percentage of certifications that were

retroactive,, and the average percentage of planned certifications -achieved,

for the sites broken down by their level of marketing and the types of

marketing used. The level of marketing. was computed as a scale summing
.

the number of different types of marketing approaches used. In'some sites,

a number or all of the techni'questlisted in Table 16 were. used, while in

other sites'none or only one to twq techniques were used. As shown in the

TablAothose sites that used a number of techniques achieved a higher

percentage of planned certifications than sites where few techniques were used.

It can also be seen in the -Table that pertformance varies, according to

the types of approaches used. As.many local implementers have argued, ,

'face-to-face approaches (contacts during job,development,-semlnars with

employers, and direct contacts with accountants and accountant associations)

are associated with relatively high levels of certification goal achievement. '

Mass mailings do-not appear to enhance goal*achielemerft very much. And those

sftes that .used mass media to market TJTC evidence lower levels of goal

achievement than those sites where mass media were not used. Table 16Aalso

shows that none of the approaches greatly affected the percentage of certifi-
.

rations that are:Tefroactive.-

Economic conditions.

3

'tries stated in Section that, alt h the number of vouchers issued
°

- has ris4 steadily since TJTC began, the. number,Of certifications slumped

,

during 1981. The explanation offered for this finding was the recessionif
. .

that occurred during 1981; economic activity declined and henC'e cert,ifJcatiOns

-

0
.41
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TABLE 16: AVERAGE PERCENT OF CERTIFICATIONS RETROACTIVE, AND AVERAGE
PERCENT OF PLANNED CERTIFICATIONS ACHIEVED, FOR SITES BY

to.

VARIATION IN MARKETING APPROACHES AS OF !ARCH 1931*

% Certifications % Planned Certifications
Retroactive Achieved

High 71% ('11) 86% (6)
level of
Marketing Low 73% (14) .61% (7)

. Mass Mailings

Mass Media
(Radio, TV, News
Papers, Mags.)

Job Development
Contacts

Seminars with
Employers

mr*

Accountants
Contacted

Used

Not Used

68% (8).

74% (17)

73% (5)

66% (8)

Used

Not Used

71% (15)

73% (10)

Used 73% (13)

Not Used 70% (12)

Yes

No

68% (13)'

76% (12)

81% (6), .-

65% (7).

.79% (7)

65%.(6)

84% (8)

54% (5)

*N's re in parentheses. N =13 for % planned certifications achieved because
onl sites could provide both certification goals and numberi-of
kertif ti,ons achieved.'

VT.

4.
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declined also. However, data o the relationship between conomic

activity and TJTC performance in ur sites suggests the rela nship

may bemore complicated than this.
r.

-

Table 17 shows the average percentage of certifications that were'

retroactive, and the average percentage of planned certifications achieved,

for our sites broken-down by their unemployment ratesland their level of

business response to TJTC as perceived by TJTC implementers i the E

ment Seriice and CETA Prime Sponsors. The relationship between TJTC

performance and subjective indicators of business response is as expected,

with the percentage of certificationsthat were retroactive declining and

certification goal achievement improving as business response moves from

weakto strong. But the 'relationship between performance and unemployment

t'

I runs Somewhat'counter to expectations. The percentage of certifications

that are retroactive is relatively 'high, and the level of goal achievement

is relatively low, when unemployment is either very low or very high. One

possibly valid explanation for this curvilinear relationthip is that high

unemploymeis associated, as suggested in Section I, with reduced employer

hiring which. suppresses employer participationCn,TJTC, while low unemplpyr,

-,ment is associated with reduedd employability among the TJTC target groups,

which al%o suppresses employer participation.

Summary .

-

14.

The findings from this analysis provide support for the view that weak
,

implementation of TJTC has hurt TJTC's performance. Sites where TJTC has

been marketed with a variety'of approaches, integrated,into other programmatic
,

,activities, used as a,self-marketing .tool for job developmerly TJTC

eligibles, and implemented .with the active participation of a number of

. , 4
Agencies Ayidenc4 poiitive perf9fniihce in the

0P.
sense of having_ both' relatively

. ,
. . .

low proportions of certifiOations tha\. t are retroactive and yet relatively

j>,

a.
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TABLE 17: AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF CERTIFICATIONS RETROACTIVE, AND AVERAGE
PERCENTAGE OF PLANNED CERTIFICATIONS ACUEVED, FOR SITE BY
VARIATION IN BUSINESS ACTIVITY. AS OE MARTH 1981*

% of Certifications
Retroactive

'% of Planned
Certifications Achieved

Weak 81% (5) 52% (2)

Business Moderate 73% (15) 69% (7).
Response

Strong 59.% (5) 89% (4).

0 to 6.0% 78% (5) 42% (3)

Unemployment 6.1% to 8.5% .67% (15) ---80%---(91

Rate

8.6%+, 79%.(5) +64% (1)

*N's are in parenthesei,. N.13 for % planned certifications achieved because
only 13 sites could provide both certification goals and numbers of
certifications achieved.
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high levels of certification goal achievement. Of course, the questign

remains as to whether such implementation is perceived by TJTC implementers

to increase productivity (placements achieved per person hour worked) enough

to warrant the staff time and effort required by it. Our research has

found that in many cases TJTC is perceived to reduce productivity and

hence is not implemented aggressively for that reason. Moreover, it is

not clear that implementation of this-sort could raise TJTC performance to

expected levels. Even in those sites where implementation was quite'strong,

retroactive certifications were nevActheless a large proportion of the

certifications issued. All that can be concluded is that TJTC performance

would probably be marginally improved by increased efforts on the parq

of the delivery system.

.

.
E. SUMMARY ASSESSMENT

Returning to the three aspects of performance that

ist

be considered

iPin evaluating TJTC==delimery, emploYer utilization, and fects on employer

behavior--the fallowing conclusion's are warranted by our research:

1.. In large part the
A
delivery system for TJTC"has not used TJTC as a

J placement tol,L"-TJTc.performance was hurt to some extent by weak
/ implementation as well as cliknt resistance to using vouchers as
A
an aid in job development.

t,

2. Employer partictpation in TJTC has.been modest and has focused'on
retroactive certificatiorisfrather than "new" TJTC hires.

3. Exceptpfor tho e cases where employers have-placed-T4TC job orders
with the Emplo ent Service or referrect,job applicant to agencies
for vouchering prior to making the hiring dects*on, TJTC has not
significan ly ffected employer hiring,,firing, and retention.
decisions or ncreased either employment opportunities for TJTC
target groups-or placements rates for most agencies in the-delivery
system. s

To explain these findings,.a number of TJTC's assumptions about deliver-7

system and employer motivations and must be revised. With regard

to employers, it must be concluded that they perceive tqhidden costs of

targeted employment tax credits and the costs due to the relatively low

92



productivity of certiin-target groups to be quite high; and, they are very often

either fearful ofor unwilling to, alter their hiring. practices so as to
V 'V

use target group eligibility as-a criterion in their aecisioni. Both of

these- factors make retroactive certifications more attractive to employers
s

81

than 'new" TJTC hires. With regard to the delivery system, many of the

.

vouchering agencies perceive the costs of implementing TJTC to beigreater than

the benefits obtain ,d in Oacemants, in large part because-employers are
*

participating by-way:Of retroactives; lower level personnel in these agencies

are seldom motivated to improve the quality of their placements, or the image

of their agencies; and cooqJination among agencies is unlikely without clear

lines of authority and accountability., In the next section of this report,

policy alternatives arld,thelr greottaatilirperformarice are prese-rited in light

of these revised,asqumptions%

4
Nod'

Vke

1 t
1
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IV,- IMPLICATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

The pattern expected for TJTC delivery and employer utilization has not

been achieved, and hence it would be premature at this point to conclude that

TJTC as it, now exists adequately tests the targeted employment tax credit.

concept. Although TJTC is not altering many employers' hiring practices or

being used extensively as a placement tool, by the delivery system, this does

not mean that self-marketed employment tax credits cannot, in principle,
v ,,

increase employment opportunities^ for targeted individuals. TJTC simply
,

does not test the concept, because most employers are participating in TJTC
4

.through retroactive certifications for their.cOrr'ent employeeg, and .the

delivery system, in large part responding °to this mode of employer parti6ipa-
.

tion, is not 'using TJTC as a self-marketing aid for their clients. Until0
.

the expected pattern of delivery and employer util4zatiOn-'-self-marketing
, ,1,

vouchered clients, and "new" TJTC hires by employers - -is aChieved; Orr

clusions cannot be reached about whether this performance pattern mould. .
4. 4 ' 4

produce its desired impact of imprping target group employment.

T g are Potitive results from TJTC that deserve attention lest
, .

,

-th policy "baby" o , targgted employment tax credits be thrown out 'wit), to
'

4,

TJTC bathwater.- First, relative to other ipi-Oted employment tax"' credits,
..,

,,:, .,., ,, % .. 4.. . 4 a

.'the,,le0e1 of'emtil6Yer participatiq iri TJit has been guiti.high. 's Lc retro-. : ,. y 6 44 '
. -. activeCertiffi 4on4,:ta,tie excluded,. TJTCstillproditc'ea over. 200,000 new.TJTC -

o ti. 1 t,, ,. . p., ..
4, i:-.thires ip,,itfist 19 moflitps, Of op aration., 551.000'of..which Werelpdtside the .

41-
.. , _ .?

,.,

- . ,.
_
.- .4

,,,,- ..
1, ,, ..., r . % ,, '' . .

' $ millir;.univitle df eliggble clien14; the WIN, tax -critit has ar or .....4d ori134714, .-.4,-'4,.

i , cooperativeleducatilin ,?teirght ,group. *lin /contrast, proilibly beeet.ise-itichAsk'a'a
~1..0
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..
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. , I ,. .

there is some evidence to indicate that about half of these '55,000 "new'! litres / . .

in TJTC (outside.the cooperative education target group) reflect at least.
a 111 A'. ...

.

a ma i nal adj us tinantd n employer, hiring p'ractices ',- §i nce abOul half-of' "new" )
. .A.-1 ., x -

' TJTC h s come from either employer requests for TJTC,eligible refgrrals, on
' ',,:, ,;.

ft, . , 1'...t ...,'.

"reverse referrals" where employers. refer 3ob.appllcants to age-kiet, for voucher-
, ", ,., . .;:, / .

, , ping prior to making their hiring decision, Third, thE cdst.of impTealen,tina TJTC,4,....
., ; . -

have been very low,..and ,'yet the delivery iystem,pas resporided wel-1. in issuing, ., ...-. -
'',:i.

°
J

' . large. numbers of vouchers; retroacti`vely certifying eligible eipplpyees, and
61 V ,3 Y ' 4 1: C .

A9 '416 0,

bisseminating information; To be sure, implenentation could, have been more
.

, s ' .'".4 't . ''' '
. " s. C4 1

,s,

extensive and aggreSsitye, but it could not have been .less' extensive. 0 , ...
.0, ,.. 4 , * --- ,

,..,,,, ni thisi'thwieclusion of the. "report...pol\icy options will be discusse.11.
. '

might
. .

th4t be expected to al ter TJT.0 del i ve\-x. 'system prog,edures and employer
. , .; ,,

n

Vitti 1 i ZatelOn to produce self-marksti.ng by. client and. ''ne44:1 TaTC hire; froni: /
", 0-

employers. Lt mast be, left "td futut4 research oea,reviied system to d4igiNtine
7. . " s ..c , 'if such a. performance ,pattern Would have the desired iripact-cif increasing tar- , ,

. . ,
,

.. r ,. .
.., .

: 0 . ,,k. , ' .,at .get group employment. 1; 3 ,7. . * .7- . 7 c t , 7- 2cr, . . .14, °
7 .- ?

7 '' 11 , -
...' a* ,,, .3 * . II 6 7.Z.° ' 7, ': .4 '...

.. - 1/ or .' 0 ^; : ' r' ;` '.. 72
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, *91, . -. t ' *. "'' 4". it b 1 t 4 l'>'et ,.. ,

TJTC 1 egienters,,at b9'th: oe,,,l6Galienct, the-national level havg, calcelled .e %,. r" 4, . !..,,, ,, ,,,.,,.,
,,,.., -. ..i :..,.. .:,.- 4V, '"4 1 *f 1 1 %
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. 10 , .,; -,... A -
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'-'' del ivery ;SI nii,or'' irie far credit itself f for TiTtl's- Nodes t perforM'ance. Some ,

. 1,

. - 4
' 7, , tt .1 io 2 ,:..,

4 7. t. f ,;of those that bla* the delivery syitem have' recoramended.iicreaeed _funding for
i''44, , . a, .., .,

.1 . t ' `..*TJTC administratioh on the assumption that employers are nbt claiming Tjegeted
d AOt . b.

u

d't
4. Jobs tax credit(s .4n high numbers because the delivery system has not adequately

, "mar.keted TJTC or,', used TJTC as a placement tool. In cOntrast, some of. those
.

. - .
4that blame the tai credit--the mix of incentives and requirethentS designed to
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alter employer .behavior- -'have recommended increasing the tax savings offered .

to employers and loosening target group elibibility criteria as a way to

;increase employer credit- claiming inTJTC. Our research indicates, however,

that ,neither of the changes in TJTC, if only one,of them is,made, would

produce its intended effect of.increasing target group employment.

An'increase in funds for administering TJTC would.probably generate a

marginal increase in vouchering by the delivery system. But in all probability

increased 'vouchering by the delivery sygtem would not,shift employer partici-

pation from retroactive certifications to "new" TJTC hires, since the,retro-

. partieivetidtrl-s-isTATTY preferable from the employer's per-

spective. Moreover, it'is unlikely that increased funding for TJTC adminisr

tration would efficiently increase vouchering. Our research has found that

the delivery system is less responsive to resources and policy directives

fromthe'national level, than'to employer.utilization of TJTC and.iti effects

,,cm performance indicators related to .organizational survival and internal

promotion.. If employers continue to participate ir.TJTC through retroactive
4

certifications, the deliver stem would probably remain reluctant to issue

. vouchers regaFdless of increased funding, and additional funds for administer-
.

ing.TJTC would probably be diverted to more productive agency activities or'

absorbed waste.
r

Similarly, an increase in the tax savings offered to employers pnd

loosened target group eligibility criteria would probably generate an increase

in employer credit-claiming in TJTC. But it is doubtful that such changes in

TJTC would fncrease employment. opportunities for targeted individuals, since

employei.s 0ourd still have the, option of obtaining retroactive certifications,

which are more attractive to them than "new" TJTC hires. So long-as the retro-

active certification option is available, any increase in employer credit-craiming

S.
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stimulated by alterations in the tax credit's design would probably remain
7

predominantly retroactive. It is unlikely that "new"'TaTC hires would in-

crease more than proportionally, or'that'retroactive certifications would

either reflect or lead to alterati %ns in employer hiring practices.

In -contrast, two less extensive alterations in'TJTC, when made together,,

would probably produce the performance pattern TJTC's designers expected, it

to produce originally. These changes are a targeted increase in funds for

administering TJTC, or at least a redistribution of.existing administrative

funds, and elimination Of the retroactive certification option. EliminatioA

. of ,the retroactive-tertification option is required if,many employers are toe'

be 6pected even to c'onsid61 making "new" TJTC hires. From the employer

perspective, participation through retroactive certifications is highly

preferable to making "new" TJTC hires. But from the perspective of increas-

ing employment opportunities fo r -TJTC target groups, retroactive certifications

are of little, if any, value. Eliminating this' option would at least giye
it

the

self-marketing concept,a chance, if self-Marketing canbe implemented.'

The implementation of self-marketing by vouchered TJTC participants re-

quires redirection of the delivery system from i.tsselective Ouchering

strategy toward motivation of clients to use the vouchers when seeking employ-

ment.' There are several waysin which these chnges in delivery might be

promoted, some ways mOre expensite but probably more productive than others.

An inVpensive approach would be to redirec all funds currently being used ,
. ,

for mass adyertising from this approach to hat mighrtcalled "client

advertising," where clients ere given instructions on how to use,the vouchers,

and packages describing TJTC are provided o clients to use during job search.

A More expensive approach would be to auth rize a modest increase in TJTC

adminiitrative funds for this purpose as 411 as blanket vouchering. The latter



would probably not continue unless employers began making""new" TJTC hires,

but:, with the option of retroactive certifications eliminated, there is a

good chance they would do this and that the dialectic of new hires and in-

creased voucheing would begin. Finally, a much more expensive approach would

6 to tie TJTC directly to a self-directed placement program for teaching.

'clients how to conduct job search and use the voucher, and monitoring their

efforts.

Reasons fo4 Expecting Desired Performance

86

Given our findings about why many employers are reluctant to claim

Targeted Jobs tax credits or alter their hiring practices, there is only a

Modest chance that TJTC would increase employment opportunities for targeted

groups even if,ihe retroactive certification option were eliminated and the

delivery system were redirected toward blanket vouchering. But the chance

cannot be excluded as a reasonable possibility. The major obstacles to

employer utilization of TJTC are the,perception qp the part of many employers

that TJTC target groups are lets productive than other workers, the employers'

desire to minimize contact with government agencies, and the difficulty

employers have in altering their hiring practices even when they so desire'.

The perception that targeted groups are less productive than other workers

probably cannot be overcome in the short Pun. And hence at best a targeted

employment tax credit is going to stimulate only very marginal alterations in

employer hiring practices. In other words, only those employers that normally

hire from grbuF "clote to the targeted groups 'are going to adjust their hir-

ing practices to take advantage of the tax credit even if ,(he other barriers

.0

to -employer credit-claiming.are removed. Although tax savings and target

.
group criteria can be adjusted to generate increased credit-claiming:there

are definite fimiti to how far and how frequently emplOyer hiring practices

98
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can be influenced by to eted employment tax credit, since at some point in-

creased savings will dis ipate employer tax liabilities entirely so that

further deductions will not be usable, while eligibility' criteria require

less behaVtoral changes the looser they become.
4;'

. t

. However, elimination of the retroactive certification option and redirec-

tion of the delivery system might overcome the otherstwd barriers to employer

credit-claiming and changes in hiring patterns--fear of government and difficulty

in altering hiring practices. These barriers exist becausein most cases em-
I

ployers wishing tril make "new" TJTC hires Rave either had to contact the Employ-
4

ment Service for TJTC referrals, or do the screening themselves and refer.

eligible applicants to one of the designated agencies for vouchering. If large

le
numbers of vouchered clients were presenting the voucher when applying for jobs',

then employers would not have to Screen for eligibility themselves beyond

differentiating between'vouchered and non-vouchered applicants. And they would

also have to-contact the vouchering agencies only for certifications, not for the

initial eligibility determination (voucher) too. In-other words, there may be,

'so to speak, a "critical mass" or level of self-marketing by vouchered clients

that must be achieved before employers Will find it feasible and in their view

"safe" to alter their hiring practices. TJTC is the first targeted employment

tax credit with a large universe of eligibles--perhilis large enough to provide

, the "critical mass" needed to achieve this effect--but because,there has been

little blanket vouchering as well as resistance by vouchered participants to

using the voucher during job search, this critical mass has not been achieved

and the possibility that it Would produce theie effects has not been tested.

Summary-

In summary, TJTC dues not test the targeted employment tax credit'coocept'.'

because large numbers df vouchered participants have not, been,delivered (and
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have not delivered themselves) to employers, and employers haveave Rarticipated
. 7 4%,

in TJTC predominantly by way,of retroactive certifications. Both of these

problems'in TJTC stem largely from the TJTC legislAtion, not from adminis-.

trative arrangements established by the Department of Labor. And tb a large

'extent the problems are reciprocal in nature. Because employers make few
P M`

"new" TJTC hires, TJTC implementers are reluctant to voucher large numbers of

TJTC eligibles and push them to use'the voucher es a marketing tool; but, to'

some extent, emplbyers are making few "new" TJTC hires because the limited
,

availability of TJTC vouchered clients seeking jobs means that, for employers 4

to claim TJTC by making "new" TJfC hires, their level of involvement with

the government must be high o r they must screen fOr TJTC eligibility them,

selves, factors --that make retroactive certifiptions far preferable to "new"

hires. Elimination of the retroactive certification option would probably in-

crease the frequency with which employers make "new" TJTC hire, but their

willingness to make these hires and alter their hiring practices probably

depends also on the extent to which vouchered TJTC eligibles come to- them

seeking jobs and presenting the voucher. Hence, alterations in both the tax

credit's design and its delivery are probably necessary if the desiredlpattenn

of TJTC performatce.is to be achieved./
(

This is not to say, however, that other alterations in TJTC should not be

considered, only that our research suggests.that the alterations most important

to producing self-marketing by TJTC eligibles and "new" TJTC hires by employers

are elimination of the retroactive certification option and redirection:of the

delivery system toward blanket vouchering and motivating clients to use TJTC

vouchers during job searq0. Other changes in TJTC worth considering include

increasing the tax sayings o?fered, redefining the target groups so that the.
.

I mos.t disadvant7aged members of the labor-force are served, and tentralizing TJTC

/administration in a single agency. r-

7 1

fi 1 0 0



C: CONCLUSION

TJTC as it now exists is not achievipg its intended results,/in terms of

either delivery, employer utilization, or alterations in employer hiring
4

patterns. There is a reasonable chance that.a redirection of TJr, administra-

tive funds together with elimination of the retroactive certifi8ition option

would produce the desired pattern of delivery and employer utilitatfon. But

thep144s no guarantee that this would yield the desired-impact of increased

employment opportunities for the targeted groups. All that can be concluded

is that it might.
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